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HISTORY OF SENATE BILLS
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S 086b GENERAL BILL BY GERSTEN
IIOENTICAL H 0569, COMPARE 'ENG/H 0108)
EDUCATION; INCLUDES T ALENTED STUDENTS WITHIN DEFINITION OF •EXCEPIIDNAL
STUOEliTS"; PkOVIOES CERTIFICATION, PLACEHEN T , EVALUATION, tlRtSCRlPTlON
PROCEDUUS FOR I ALENTED; PROVIDES A lALENTED COST FACTOR I N FLORIDA
EDUCATION FINANCE PROGRAM. AMENDS 228,00, 230.23, Zlb.081.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/82.
01/26/82 SENATE FILEO
OZ/02/82 SENA TE INTRODUCE O, REFERRED 10 EDUCATION, APPROPR!AlIONS
-SJ 00107
02/15/82 SENA TE EXTENSION OF TIME G RANTED COHHllTEE EOUCAll!N
03/01/82 SENA TE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE EDUCATION
03/05/82 SENA TE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANIED COMMITTEE EDUCATION
03/18/82 SENATE WllHDRAWN FROM EDUCATION, APPROPRIAllONS; REFERRED 10
RULES ANO CALENOAR -SJ 00510
03/25/82 SENATE DIED IN COMHITlEE ON RULES AND CALENDAR
S 0867 GENERAL BILL BY PETERSON AND OTHERS
IIDENTICAL H 00471
PARENTAL RIGHTS ACT; CREATES S AID ACTf PROVIDES FOR WRI T TEN PA.RENTAL
CONSHH PRIOR TO ADHJNIS TRATION OF CERTAIN PERSONALITY, ADJUST MENT ,
PSYCHIATRIC, OR PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS OR ACTIVIIIES 10 PUBLIC SCHOOL
STUDENTS UNDER 18 YEARS Of AGE, ETC. CREATES 230.235. EFFECTIVE DATE:
01/01/82.
01/28/82 SENATE FILED
02/02/82 SENA TE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO EDUCATION -SJ 00107
OZ/H/82 SEttAlE HTENSIIN OF TIME G RANTED COMMITT EE EDUCATION
03/01/82 SENATE EXTENSION Of TIME &RANJEO CDMHJTJEE E DUCAllDN
03/0�/82 SENA TE EXTENSION OF TIME G RANTED COMHITHE EOUCAllDN
03/18/82 SENA lE WlTHORA\oN FROM EDUCATION; REFE.RREO 10 RULES ANO
CALENDAR -SJ OOHO
03/25/82 SENA IE DIED IN COHHITTEE ON RULES AND CALENDAR
¼'�ENERAL BILL/CS BY ECONOMIC, COIIMUNI TY ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS, STUART
(SIMILAR H 1076, COMPARE S 0 9721
THE PHONE COMPANIES; PROVIDES P.S.c. •s ACCESS lD T ELEPHONE COMPANY
RECORDS; PROVIDES PROCEDURE FOR SETTING INlERlt\ RATES OR S E T TING
REVENUES SUBJECT TO REFUND; AUTHORIZES COHl'IISSION TD GRANT CERTIFICATES
TO CERlAIN TE LEPHONE COMPANIES, ETC. CREATES 364.027,.337; At\ENDS
3M.055,.33S. EFFECTIVE DATE: 03/19/82.
01/28/82 SENATE FILED
02/02/82 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO ECONOH!C, toHMUNITY AND
CONSUMER AFFAIRS -SJ 00107
02/12/82 SENA TE EXTENSION OF Tit\£ GRANTED COHHI TT EE ECONOMIL, CDMHUNI TY
A"D CONSUMER AFFAI RS
02/22/82 SENATE D N COHHITTEE AGENDA-- ECONOMIC, CDMIVCDNS. AFFAIRS
Z/24/82 2 PH RH H
OZ/24/82 SENATE COHII. REPDR Tl C/S
PLACED ON CALENDAR BY ECONOMIC,
COHIIUNITY ANO CONSUHER AFfAIRS -SJ 00270
03/02/82 SENATE PLACED ON S PECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
03/03/82 SENATE PLACED ON S PECIAL ORDER CALENOAR; C/S READ FIRST Tlt<t;
C/S
PASSED; YEAS
34 NAYS
O -SJ 00307; IHIIEDIATELY
CERTJFIEO - SJ 00310
03/03/82 HOUSE IN MESSAGES
03/05/82 HOUSE RECEIVED, PLACED ON CAL END AR -ttJ 00398; SUBSTITUTED FOR
Ha 1016,& READ SECOND TIME; ANENOHE;Nl ADOPTE D; kEAO
THIRD llHE; PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 94 NAYS
I
-HJ 00415
03/05/82 SEIIA TE IN MESSAGES
03/09/82 SENATE CONCURRED; C/S PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 36 NAYS
o;
ORDERED ENGROSSED, THEN ENROLLED -SJ 00331
03/12/82 SENATE SIGNED BY OFFICERS AND PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR -SJ 00453
APPROVEO BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 82-H -SJ 00540
03/19/82
S 0 Bb9 GENERAL BILL/CS BY HEALTH AND REHABILITATIVE SERVICES, VOGT
ISIHILAR CS/H 07381
ADOPTION; PROVIDH LEGISLATIVE INTENT RE INTERMEDIARY ADOPTIONS; DEFINES
"SUITABILITY OF INTENDED PLACEMENT•; AHE NOS PROVISIONS RE PRELIMINARY
STUDIES WITH RESPECT TD INTERHtOIAI\Y AOOPTIDNS L DISCLOSURE Of
CONFIOENTUL RECORDS; PROVIDES FOR ACCES S TD REGISTRY, ETC. AMENDS CH.
63. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/82.
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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01/26/82 SENA TE
Ol/02/82 SI NA IE
02/l !,/Bl SENA IE
Ol/23/82 SENA JE
OZ/25/82 SENA TE
03/02/82 SENA TE
03/04/82 SENA TE
03/11/82 �ENA 1E
03/12/82 SENA lt
03/15/82
03/25/82

HOUSE
HOUSE

0;/25/82 SENA TE

04/08/82 SENA TE
04/20/82
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FILED
INtRUOUCED, REFERRED TO HEALlH ANO REHA81LlTATIVE
S.ERVICES, JUDICIARY-CIVIL -SJ 00101
EXll:NS.lCN 0� llKE C.R.ANTEO COHH1T1E.1: Ht.ALlH ANO
REHABIL 11 AT IVI: SERVICES
ON COHl!IJIH AGENDA-- HEALTH L RHIAB. SERVICES Z/25/82
2 PK k,H A
CDHII. REPORT: C/S BY HEALTH AND REHABILITAllVE SERVICES
-SJ 00273
NOW IN JUDICIARY-CIVIL -SJ 00273; ON CDHIIITTEE AGENDA-
JUDICIARY-CIVIL 3/04/82 2 Pit RH 8
COMM. RE.t)URT: FAVORABLE, PLACED OM CALl:;NOAR BY
JUDICIARY�IVIL -SJ 00323
PLACED ON SPECIAL ORIJER CALENDAR
PLACED ON SPELIAL ORDER CALENUAR; C/S READ FIRST TIHE;
C/S PASHO; YEAS
33 NAYS
I -SJ 00423
IN HESS AGlS
RECE. IVEO, PLACED ON CALENDAR; Rl:AO SEC.UNO llHE;
AMENOKENTS AOOPJeo, REAO IHIRO lUtEf PASSl:O AS AMl:.NOEO;
'YEAS 91 NAYS
3 -HJ 00842
IN MESSAGES: REFERkEO 10 RULES ANO CALENDAR -SJ 00510;
WllHORAWN FROM RULES ANO CALENOAR; CONCURRED; C/S
PASSEO AS AllfNDEDl YEAS
36 NAYS
O -SPJ 00583;
ORDERED ENGROSSED, lHEN ENRDLUD -SPJ 00584
S IC,NlO BY OFFICERS AND PRESENTED 10 G OVERNOR
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. b2-166

S 0870 GENERAL BILL/CS 8Y GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS, HENDERSON ISIHILAR H 1019,
COMPARE lNG/S 01891
RINGLING HUSEUH OF Akl; AUTttDRIZES JOHN L HABLE RINGLING MUSEUM Of ART
BOARD Of IRUSTfES TO ENTER INTO A CONTRACT FOR OPERATION , MAINHNANCE
OF t1USl:UM; PROVIDES FOR TRAN�I-ER Of lRUS l FUNDS; AUTUORllES O.tRtCI
SUPPORT ORGANllATlOtt IU 0Pt::RA1'; C. t1AlN1AIN HUSE.UMt tlC. A.HE.NOS
265.20,.261. EFFECIIVE DATE: 01/01/bZ.
01/28/82 SENA TE FILED
02/04/82 SENATE INlROOUCED, REFERRED TO GOVERNHEN TAL OPERA f IONS,
APPROPRUllDNS -SJ 00110
OZ/lb/Bl SENATE ON COHMIHEE AGENDA- G OVERNHENUL OPERATIONS 2/18/82
2 PH RH H
OZ/I8/82 SENA lE COMM. REPORT: C/S BY GOVERNHfNfAL OPERATIONS -SJ 00200
02/23/82 SENAlE NOW IN APPROPRlAllONS -SJ 00200
02/24/82 SENA TE EXTENSION OF lUi\E G RANTED COHHJllEE APPMOPRlAlJONS
0;1oe1e2 SENA IE EXIENSION OF 11ME GRANTED CDHHI TIEE APPROPRIAliDNS
03/18/82 SENA IE WlfHORAWN FROH APPR OPRIATJONSl kf;FERREO TO RULES ANO
CALENDAR -SJ 00510
03/25/82 SENATE
DIED IN COt\HITTEE, IOEN./SIM./COMPARE BILL PASSED,
REFER TO SB 189 ICH. 82-731
S 0871 GENERAL BILL BY SCOlT
1 Slf'IILAR H 0498, C.UHPARE ENb/S 05"11 l
HOTDR VEtllCLE/BOAT REGISTRATION; PROVIDES OWNER OF HOIOR VEHICLE OR &OAT
SHALL BE SUBJECT TD APPROPRIATE PENALTY If PRESUIT AT TIME HOT OR VEHICLE
OR BOAT IS S T OPPED FDR HPIRED REGISTRATION; PROVIDES FOR ISSUANCE Of
TEMPORARY TA(,$ BY MARINE BOAT TRAILER DEALERS, ETC. AMENDS 3 20.01,.131,
327.25. EFFECTIVE DAHi 01101/82.
Ol/28/8l SENA TE FILED
02/0�/B2 SENAlE INlRDDUCEO, REFERRED TO TRANSPORUllON -SJ 00110
02/15/82 SENATE EXTENSION OF llHE GRANTED COHIii HEE TRANS PORIATIDN
02/23/82 SENA TE ON CDHMI11EE A(,ENOA- T RANSPOR1A1ION 2/25/82 5 PH RH
C
02/25/82 SENATE COMM. REP DR Tl FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACED DN CALENDAR
BY TRAN SPORU JION -SJ DOZ70
03/02/82 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
03/03/82 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; PASSED AS AMENDED;
YEAS
34 NAYS
O -SJ 0030S
D3/04/82 HOUSE I N IIESS AGES
03/08/82 HOUSE RECEIVED, REFERRED 1D T RANSPORTATION -HJ 0042S
03/25/82 HOU SE DIED IN CDMHllTEE, IDEN./SIH./COHPARE BILL PASSED,
REFER TO SB 511 ICH. 82-971
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03/30/82
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SU8STl1UlED FUR CJS SB 988 -SJ 00550; PASSEO AS
AHENDfOl YEAS 35 "AYS
2 -SJ 00552
IN "l:SSAGf.S; tOhCURREO; PASSED AS A"l:.t�OEO; YEAS 107
NAYS
1 -HJ 00815; ORDERED ENGROSSED, THtN ENROLLED
SU.NED BY OFFICERS ANO PRES ENltD TO GOVERNOR
APPRO'llO BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. tt.2-0b

1¥, 1076 GENERAl BILL BY GOVERN1'4fNJAL OPER.ATJONS, SHELDON

tSlKILAR C.�/S O&bU,
COMPARt S 097
TELEPHONE COHPANlESi CLARIFIES
ACCESS TO TELEPHONE COMPANY
REC.OROS; PROVlOtS PROCEDURE FOR SElTING lf'tlERIK AAlES OR SElllNC.
REVENUES SUBJtCl TO RHUI,(); PROVIOcS TIHE LIMITS FOR REDUCING COMHISSION
RAIE ADJUSTMENT OROt:RS TO WRITING,
CREAlES 3b't.027,.05t»,.331i
AMENDS .36'r.OS,, .. JJ>. EfFECTJYE DATE: 07/01/82.
02/l5/B2 liOUSf flLrn
OZ/lb/Bl HOu�E INTROOUCEO, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ OOlH
03/0VB2 liOUSE PLA(.EO CN SPEllAL ORDER CALENDAR
03/05/82 HOUSE
IDtli./SlH. SENA.ti: BILL SU&S lllUlEO; LA.10 ON TABLE UNOl:R
RUL�, lOE: N./SlM./CO"PARE BILL PASSt:.O, Rl:flR 10 CJS S8
8b8 ICH. 82.-51 l -H.J 00415

z,

p.s.c.•s

etc.

CS IKILAR S 094.l, COMPARE
H 1077 GENERAL BILL BY GOVERNH.t:.NTAL 01-'ERATIONS
ENG/S Ol>•l
COHHUNICAIIONS SYSTtf\S f. :>ERVICC:S; PROVI DES FOR K..INlC.lPAL UT1LUAl10fll Of
SIA.IE: LONG DISTANCE COMMU..lCATlONS SYSIEH AS PROVl DEO bY COKPfJNJCAllONS
DlVlSlOf.! OF GENcRAL S ERVIC.ES CE.Pt. UNDER CERlAlN CONUl llONS. CREAlES
21!7 • .lSl. Efft:C.TIVE UAlC: 07/01/82.
02/ l !>/82 HOUSE FlLt:O
OZ/lb/clZ HOU�
IPtTRUUUC.EO, PLAC::o ON (.ALENDAK -HJ OOl�l
0.J/04/82 HOUSE PLACEO OH S PH.lAL UROEA. CALHIO.\R
c,.,1'01:l/Bl HOUSI:; REIA lNtO ON REGULAR CAL ENOAR
03/:J'Utsl HOU� PLACED Ol'I SPEC.14L ORDER CALENDAR
Ol/lZ/82 HOUSt IIIEN./SIM. SHIATE Bill SUBSTITUTED; l A I D ON TABLE IJNDEh
RULE. IOEN./S IK./COMPARE Bill PA�S tu, REFER to SB l�•
ICH. 82-5�1 -ttJ 00�50
H l07a GENE:RAL BILL bY COMMERCE: ANU OTHERS
SE:CURllY FOR PUBLIC Ot:.POSl lS; AUIHORllES TRl::ASURER TO REQUlRl:: C.l::RlAlN
COLLAIERAL IF CONTlNGtNt LIA.tUllTY IS PR OfH8JH:O OR 1NADE:UlJA1.t:. CRl:AltS
280.21. EFFECTIVE DATE:: 04/0ltrJl.
O.t./lS/82 HOUSE
FILt:0
02/lb/&2 HOUSE: lNlROUUCEO, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00251.
03/0 l/BL HOUSE PLACEO ON SJ,lEClAl ORDER CALENDAR
03/04/8.l HOUSE READ :.ECONO llHE; READ THIRD llHE; PASSi:D; YEAS lOb
NAYS
O -HJ 00396; JKHEOJATELY CERll flED
03/0•/82 SENATE IN llcSSAGES
03/0S/82 SENA TE: RECE lVEO, REFERRl::O 10 COMMERCE -SJ OO.JL3i ON COMllH:E
AGENDA-- COHt1cRCE 3/08/82 9 AM RM A
03/09/62 SENA.IE: CO>-U-1. kEPORl: FAVORABLE, PLACED Ok CALENDAR BY COPUtERC.I:
-SJ 00328
03/1 Z/82 SENA TE: PLACED CH SPEC.I AL ORDER CALENDAR
o,/15/82 .S.EPtA IE PLACt.D ON SPlCIAL ORO[R CALE:NOAR; PASSE a; YEAS 39 NAYS
0 -SJ 00449
OJ/15/82 HOUSE ORDERED El<ROLLED
03/24/82 HOUSc SIGNED &Y DH IURS ANO PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR -HJ 1)0838
Al'PROVEO BY GUVlRNOR CHAPlE:R NU. 82-b7
04/02/R2
ICOHPARE H )091 1 C.S/S 0Zb91
H 1079 GENERAL Bill BY GOVER.NHl:.NTAL OPERATIONS
ENG/S O.l:81, ENG/S 00151
REVENUE LAWS; AODS UST Of REVlNUE lAWS TO CURRtNT LIST WHICH REVtNUt
0£Pt. RE�ULATl::S, CONTROLS, , AOHlNlSlERS; PROVIOl::.S 1HA1 llE.Pl. SHALL
PROVIDE INFCRNATIDN IN Ri:SPONSE TIJ SUBPOENAS oucts lECUK FR011 STATE
ATTORNEYS, u.s. ATTORhEYS, EH•• A.MC.NOS 213.0'>,.053; Rl::.PEALS 20�.02zu,,.
1::t-H:CHVE c,.ue: UPOt� OECCJMlNG LAW.
02/15/82 KOIJSt FlLED
02/lt./82 HOUSE lNlRODUCEO• PLACED OH CALENDAR -HJ 0025l
O)/Ol/02 HOUSE PLACED � sncuL ORDER CALENDAR
03/0�/B2 HOUSE WITHDRA"' FROM CALENDAR, REFERR�O TO FINANCE t lAXATION
-HJ 0040t.
CONllNUt:0 ON NEXT PAGE.
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ON COHl'IITTEf: A.GENOA- F • £ 1 •; 2l H08; 8 A.H.;
03/l0/81
Oh CONMJfl.t::f: AGENDA- F. , t.; 413 c; a:oo At4i
03/15/82
ON COHM ITTEI:. AGENDA-- F t T; 21 H08i 8 "•"•; 03/17/82
ON COHPUTTEI: AG.t:.Nr..A- F. £ l.i Zl HOB; 8 A..M.;
03118/8.l
CUl'IK. RtPORl: FAVORAblE WllH AHl:.NO,., PLAC.E:D ON CALl:.NOAR
8 Y FJNANCt t IA.XAlJON -HJ 00808
PLACEU CJN SPECIAL O"-OER C.ALENOAR
OH.D ON CALl:tUJAR, I OEN./SlM./COHPARt:. bill PASSED, RE.FE.A.
TO $0 281 ICH. 82-151
ALSO REFER 10 SB 1'-0 ICK. 82-219 1

ISIKILAR ENG/S Ol221
H 1080 GENERAL BILL 81 TRAN�PORlATION
PUHLlC.. lRANSll; k.EDEFINl:!:t 1ER'1S •RIDE.SHARING• t •EkPLOYHtNt•; PROVIDES
LIKIIS OF LIAbllllY •ITH RtSPECI TO EMPLOYERS IN CEKIAIN RIOES HARlNG
AkRAHGEttl:.NlS, EtC. • .\H EUDS 341.021,.031; CREATES 341.103.
EFFECHVE DA.Tl:: Uf'�ifi tH:COHlNG LAW.
02/16/82 HOUSE:: FILLO; lNTk.OOUCl:.O, PLACED ON CALENOA1t -HJ 002'>1
Ol/12/82 HOUSE PLACl:O ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
OJ/16/82 HOUSE 1ue,... ,s1tt. �£:NATE Bill SUBSTlTUTEOi LAID ON JA8lE UNOER
RULi::, l�N./Sl.../COHPARE BILL PASSED, Rl::Fl:k TO Sb _,z2
ICH. Ol-9�1 -HJ OObH
H 108l RESOLUllON UY 80Ll:S, 6UKRALL, CROJTY, HAWKIN!i., L. R.
OOZIER, JAl1l:S L.; COHMENOS Bkl\i,AOltR GE:NEkAL JIHt:� L. UUZHR FOY. tH:-i.
OIJlSlA.NOINl, !>tK'/lC� 10 tt:� U""ll!!..!..: !,l,.H-� Lo ;uK til:t Uk-'VL�r' 1,t.Jt<:N�
Tl:Rh.Uk) � l CAP llV11 '( •
Ol/lb/b�
HOUSl: FlLE:0; JNlKUt,UCl:O, PLACEU ON CALENlJAR; Rl::ACJ )H.ONO
Tlt\Ei AOO))ltlJ. -HJ 00248
H l082 GENl::.RAL l\lll/C.S bY COkkE C.TIOtlS I PROB A llON t PAROLE
COkRE.CllONAL SYSTEM; KUl!JlKES. t.f'lPLOYEES Of CORRECfJONS DEPT .. JO Al-PORJ
INST ANCE:S OF tuRPOt..AL PUNJ :i.ttHENl Ok EXCE SSJVE:. ust Uf FOKC.t; PROV ,01::.s FOk
01SC1PLHtARY AC1 ION A\iAlNS1 lHU:ioE WHO KN OWINGl Y FA IL 10 HA.Kt :i.uc1-1
REPORl. CRtAIES 9...nl. EfftCllVl DATU Ol/01/82.
02/lt./1:12 HOUSE FlllOt lNtROOUU:O, PlACE:O ON CALENOAR - HJ 00251
O.l/18/82 ttoU�I::. WllHIJKAWN FROf1 tALl::.NOAR, Rf:(.0'1Hi11LU 10 l.URRd.llONS,
PROttAllCW C. PAKULt -HJ 00299
02/22/82 HOU5,,E.
ON C.OMHlTlE.I: A.GENOA- C.ORRE:CllOPtS; 2:'t HOit; '9: l!> AH;
Ol/llt/Ul
O.J/OL/Ul HOUSE CUttM. RLt'UK ti C./� PLACED ON C.ALl:.NOAR BY t.OH.Rl:.C.IIUNS,
PRotUllll'.. ' PAROLt -HJ 00ll5
03/12/8,l HOUSE PLACED 00 S�ECIAL UROER. CALENC,AR
0.3/15/8.l HOUSE C/S REALI FJRS.J ANO �[CONll TlHE�: Rl::AD THIRD TlHI:; C/S
PASSt:U; Yt::AS 1051 NAYS
l -hJ 00'>92
Ol/lS/82 SENATE lN IIC�S AGES
OJ/lt./82 SENA 11: RlCf: lVE.0, H.EfE:RREO TO (..UkkECllONS, PROBAl lON ANO P4KOLC
-SJ OO't�5,
03/1&/82: SENAlt. WITHOKAWN FRO" CORRfCllONS, PRObA.llON A.NO t'-AROLE:;
RE.Fl:RREO 10 H.Ut.ES AN O CALENUAR -SJ l.fO:,lU
OJ/25/8� StNATE OltO IN LOKKI1TH IJN kUlfS AND CALENDAR
H lOBl Gl::NERAL Bill BY COR.RECllCJN:i, PROBATlOH t PAROll
(COMPARE t.NG/S 02441
PAROLE. r. PRORATION COKHlSSlOfi; PROVlOl:S FOR APPOINlHE:Nl OF
COl-llll�SIONERS . AKENuS 9'7.02. EFFECllVE DATE• UPON btCOIIING I.AW.
02/lb/&2 HOU!il: FlL�O; lNTRUuuCl:lJ, PLACl:O Ufll CALl:NOAR -ttJ 004'.:>1
03/25/&�
HOlJ�l;. OlcO UN l.ALE.:-tDAR
H 1084 GE:Nt:.RAL bill IIY C.OR.RE:C.TlUNS, PROBAllUN t PAROLE
CORREC.llONAL SYS1Ett; AHt;NOS PROVISION RE DATA WHICH 15 10 Bk: N AlNlAINtO
bY COllRECllONS DEPJ. WllH RHPcti TO INIIATES O F SYSlEII t CONFIDENllALllY
TtttRl::Ui I ETC. AKE.NOS '94�.L5ti KEPl:ALS 944 .2'>, 94S.l0. EFFl::CTIVE DA Tl;.:
Ol/Ol/82.
O,Ult./8.l. HUUSE flLE:0; lNlROOU.:U>, PLACED ON CALENDAR -IIJ OOZ52
02/18/t,2 HOUSE WllHOKAMN FltOM CALENDAR, RECUl'V11llEO TO CORRl::CtlONS1
PROBATION &. PAROLE -HJ 00299
DZ/ZZ/dl HOUSc ON COKttll lEI:. AGl:..NDA-- CORRECTIONS; 24 thJB; -,i: 15, A.Pl;
CONJ lNUE:O ON NEXT PAGf

GENERAL ACTS
RESOLUTIONS AND MEMORIALS
ADOPTED BY THE

SEVENTH LEGISLATURE OF FLORIDA
UNDER Tf{E CONSTITUTION
AS REVISED IN 1968
During the Second Regular Session
January 18, 1982 through March 25, 1982
and the Special Sessions
March 29, 1982 through April 7, 1982,
April 7, 1982,
April 7, 1982,
May 21, 1982, and
June 21, 1982 through June 22, 1982

Volume I, Part One
Published by Authority of Law
Under Direction of the
JOINT LEGISLATIVE MANAGEMENT
COMMITTEE
TALLAHASSEE
1982

CHAPTER 82-50

LAWS OF FLORIDA

CHAPTER 82-50

(a) The license tax required for such vehicle, as set forth in s.
320.08fit7 f�t7 fetfat-fet7 er f9tfet er f at;
Applications and fees shall be received by the department no later
than 60 days prior to the first day of the applicant's registration
period.
Section 3.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1982.

Approved by the Governor March 19, 1982.
Filed in Office Secretary of State March 19, 1982.

CHAPTER 82-51
Committee Substitute for Senate Bill No. 868
An act relating to telephone companies; creating s. 364.027,
Florida Statutes; providing for the Florida Public
access to telephone company
Commission's
Service
records; providing for the confidentiality of certain
records and an exemption from s. 119.07(1), Florida
Statutes; amending s. 364.055(1), (2)(a) and (b), and
Florida Statutes; providing a procedure for
(5),
setting interim rates or setting revenues subject to
refund; amending s. 364.335(4), Florida Statutes, and
creating s. 364.337, Florida Statutes; authorizing the
commission to grant certificates to certain telephone
companies which will be in competition with other
authorizing establishment of
companies;
telephone
different requirements or exemption from statutory
for companies providing duplicative or
provisions
competitive services; providing for review and repeal
in accordance with the Regulatory Sunset Act; providing
an effective date.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.
364.027

Section 364.027, Florida Statutes, is created to read:

Access to company records.--

(1) The commission shall continue to have reasonable access to
all company records.
Upon request of the company, any records
received by the commission which are shown to be proprietary
confidential business information shall be kept confidential and
shall be exempt from s. 119.07(1).
(2) In any docket or proceeding before the commission, upon a
showing by the company and a finding by the commission that such
protection is necessary the commission shall issue protective order s
protecting a company from discovery of proprietary confidential
However, if the commission determines that
business information.
is
information
discovery of proprietary confidential business
necessary to protect the public interest, the commission shall enter
an order limiting such discovery in the manner provided for in Rule
1.280 of the Florida Rules of Civil Procedure. Such proprietary
confidential business information shall be exempt from s. 119.07(1).
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(3) Proprietary
is not limited to:
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confidential

CHAPTER 82-51

business information includes, but

(a)

Trade secrets;

(b)

Internal auditing controls and reports of internal auditors;

(c)

Security measures, systems or procedures;

(d) Information concerning bids or other contractual data, the
disclosure of which would impair the company's efforts to contract
for services on favorable terms; and
(e) Employee personnel information unrelated
duties, qualifications, or responsibilities.

to compensation,

Section 2. Subsection (1), paragraphs (a) and (b) of subsection
(2), and subsection (5) of section 364.055, Florida Statutes, are
amended to read:
364.055

Interim rates; procedure.--

(1) The commission may, during any proceeding for a change of
rates, upon its own motion, upon petition from any party, or by a
tariff filing of a telephone company, authorize the collection of
interim rates until the effective date of the final order.
Such
interim rates may be based upon a test period different from the test
period used in the request for permanent rate relief. To establish a
prima facie entitlement for interim relief, the commission, the
petitioning party, or the telephone company shall demonstrate that
the telephone company is earning outside the range of reasonableness
on the rate of return previeMeiy aMtkerieea ey tke eefflfflteeieH�
�kie
eeterffliaetiea ekaii ee eases Mpea tke rate e£ retMra calculated in
accordance with para�rapk fa t er para�rapk fet e£ subsection (5).
(2)(a) In a proceeding for an interim increase in rates, the
commission shall authorize, within 60 days of the filing for such
relief, the collection of rates sufficient to earn a rate e£ retMra
at the minimum of the range of tke ieet aMtkerieea rate of return
calculated in accordance with subparagraph (5)(b)2. The difference
between the interim rates and the previously authorized rates shall
be collected under bond or corporate undertaking subject to refund
with interest at a rate ordered by the commission.
(b) In a proceeding for an interim decrease in rates, the
commission shall authorize, within 60 days of the filing for such
relief, the continued collection of the previously authorized rates;
however, revenues collected under those rates sufficient to reduce
the achieved rate of return to the maximum of the iaet aMtkerieea
rate of return calculated in accordance with subparagraph {S){b)2.
shall be placed under bond or corporate undertaking subject to refund
with interest at a rate ordered by the commission.
(5)� The commission, in setting interim rates or setting
revenues subject to refund, shall determine the revenue deficiency or
excess by calculating the difference between a telephone company's
achieved rate of return and its required rate of return applied to an
average investment rate base or an end of period investment rate
base. appiyia��
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fat �ne raEe ef re�ttrft fer Eae Ee¼epnene eempany fer Eke meet
reeenE ¼a-meftEft periee7 wkien sna¼¼ ee ea¼ett¼aEee ey app¼yin�
apprepria�e ae;ttsEmeftEe eefteieEeftE wi�n Eneee wnien were tteee in Efte
te¼epkefte eempaftyle meet reeeftE raEe eaee afta aftfttta¼ieift� afty rate
eaaft�ee eeettrPift� ettrin� etten periee ettE eaeee ttpen an avera�e
tftveetmeftt rate eaee; er
(b) For
purposes of this subsection:
�ne raEe ef re�ttrn
e�iettiatea ift aeeepeaftee wiEa para�rapa fat ettE eaeee ttpeft an efta-ef
periee tftveetmeftt rate eaee�
1. Achieved rate of return means the rate of return earned by the
company for the most recent 12-month period. The achieved rate of
return shall be calculated by applying appropriate adjustments
consistent with those which were used in the company's most recent
rate case and annualizing any rate changes occurring during such
period.
2. Required rate of return shall be calculated as the weighted
average cost of capital for the most recent 12-month period, using
the company's last authorized rate of return on equity, the current
embedded cost of fixed-rate capital, the actual cost of short-term
debt, the actual cost of variable-cost debt, and the actual cost of
other sources of capital which were used in the company's last rate

�

3. In a proceeding for an interim increase, the term "last
authorized rate of return on equity" used in subparagraph (b)2. means
the minimum of the range of the last authorized rate of return on
eguity established in the company's most recent rate case.
In a
proceeding for an interim decrease the term "last authorized rate of
return on equity" used in subparagraph (b)2. means the maximum of the
range of the last authorized rate of return on equity established in
the company's most recent rate case.
,$� 3; Subsection
is amended to read:
364.335

(4)

that

such

CHAPTER 82-51

action is consistent with the

company than are
(a) Prescribe different requirements for the
otherwise prescribed for telephone companies; or
requirements of
(b) Exempt the company from some or all of the
this chapter.
by subsection
(2) In determining whether the actions authorized
commission shall
(1) are consistent with the public interest, the
consider:
The number of firms providing the service;
(a)

(b)
(c)

firms;
Geographic availability of the service from other
suppliers;
The quality of service available from alternative

to customers of
(d) The effect on telephone service rates charged
and
other companies;
relevant to
Any other factors that the commission considers
(e)
est.
the public inter
Florida Statutes,
Section 5. Each section within chapter 364, d on October l,
repeale
is
act,
this
by
d
amende
or
which is added
nt to s. 11.61,
1989, and shall be reviewed by the Legislature pursua
es.
Florida Statut
ng law.
Section 6. This act shall take effect upon becomi
Approved by the Governor March 19, 1982.

Filed in Office Secretary of State March 19, 1982.

of section 364.335, Florida Statutes,

(4) The commission may grant a certificate, in whole or in part
or with modifications in the public interest, but in no event
granting authority greater than that requested in the application or
amendments thereto and noticed under subsection (l); or it may deny a
certificate.
The commission shall not grant a certificate for a
proposed telephone company, or for the extension of an existing
telephone company, which will be in competition with; or waien wiii
duplicate the l,ocal excMnge services provided by; any
other
telephone company, unless it first determines that the existing
facilities are inadequate to meet the reasonable needs of th� public
and it first amends the certificate of such other telephone company
to remove the basis for competition or duplication of services.
364.337

commission, if it finds
public interest, may:

CHAPTER 82-52

Application for certificate.--

Section 4.
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Section 364.337, Florida Statutes, is created to read:

Duplicative or competitive services.--

(1) When the commission grants a certificate to a telephone
company for any type of service that is in competition with or that
duplicates the services provided by another telephone company, the
124

House Bill No. 194
An

act relating to apprentices; adding subsection (4) to s.
446.011, Florida Statutes, providing legislative intent
with respect to apprentices; creating s. 446.032,
Florida Statutes, prohibiting the Division of L� bor of
the Department of Labor and Employment Secur�ty �rom
establishing certain rules, standards, or guidelines
with respect to apprentices and trainees; providing an
effective date.

Florida:
Se It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of
446.011, Florida
section 1. Subsection (4) is added to section
Statutes, to read:
446.011

Declaration of legislative intent.--

ature that this act not require
(4) It is the intent of the Legisl
ed by the state
the use of apprentices on construction projects financ
public authority,
or any county, municipality, town or township,
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By
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8

(e)

Any other factors that the commissi

relevant to the public interest.
Section 6.

of authority.

Section 7.

This act shall take effect July l, 1982.

SENATE SUMMARY

14
15
16

Requires the Florida Public Service Commission to

consider telephone directory advertising revenues in
establishing rates for telecommunications services.
Grants the commission access to company records.
Requires that rate adjustment orders be reduced to
writing and specifies effect thereof. Authorizes
issuance of certificates for duplicated services other
than local exchange services. Authorizes establishment
of different requirements or exemption from statutory
provisions for companies providing duplicative service.

17
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20
21
22
23
24

2

An act relating to telephone companies;

3

creating ss. 364.037, 364.039, 364.056,

4

364.337, Florida Statutes; amending s.

5

364.335(4}, tlorida Statutes; requiring

6

consideration of directory advertising revenues

7

in setting rates; providing access to records;

8

requiring rate adjustment orders of the Florida

9

Public Service Commission to be reduced to

10

writing within a specified period; specifying

ll

effect of order; authorizing issuance of

12

certificate for certain duplicate or

13

competitive services; authorizing establishment

14

of different requirements or exemption from

15

statutory provisions for companies providing

16

duplicate or competitive services; providing a

17

rule of construction; providing an effective

18

date.

19
20

jjc.

g_ 8

21

��

22
23
24

25

25

26
27
28

Section 364.037, Florida Statutes, is

created to read:
364.037

Revenues derived from telephone directory

advertising.--The commission shall consider revenues derived
from advertising in telephone directories when establishing
rates for telecommunications services.

30

31

Section 1.

27
29

30

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

26
28

29

A bill to be entitled

l

prior to July 1, 1982 under either express or ii..�---- ,. ....,._,.

10

13

/,),IJ

any powers exercised by the Florida Public Serv:

*****************************************

12

14-1165-82

This act shall not be const�

9
11

ifILL FI lE
5/J ZtD

SB BGS

Senator Stuart-

31

Section 2.

Section 364.039, Florida Statutes, is

created to read:
364.039

Access to company records.--The commission

shall have complete and ready access to all telephone company
l
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l

records in order to assure proper allocation of costs between

2

competitive and noncompetitive services and between

3

jurisdictional and nonjurisdictional services.

4

records shall be subject to the provisions of s. 350.121.

5
6
7

Section 3.

Access to such

section 364.056, Florida Statutes, is

created to read:
364.056

Rate adjustment orders.--Any order of the

1

shall not grant a certificate for a proposed telephone

2

company, or for the extension of an existing telephone

3

company, which will be in competition with, or which will

4

duplicate the local exchange services provided by, any other

5

telephone company, 1.U1less it first determines that the

6

existing facilities are inadequate to meet the reasonable

7

needs of the public and it first amends the certificate of

8

commission that adjusts general increases or reductions of the

8

such other telephone company to remove the basis for

9

rates of a telephone company shall be reduced to writing,

9

competition or duplication of services.

10

including any dissenting or concurring opinions, within 20

ll

days after the official vote of the commission.

12

20-day period, the commission shall mail a copy of the order

13

to the clerk of circuit court of each county in which

14

customers affected by the rate adjustment are provided

15

service; the clerk shall keep such copy on file and make it

16

available to the public.

17

parties of record in the proceeding of the date of such

18

mailing.

19

purposes of appeal, re�earing, or judicial review until the

20

date of mailing of the copies; however, for purposes of s.

21

364.05(4), the order shall be considered rendered on the date

22

of the official vote.

23

effective date of the order.

24
25

Within such

The commission shall notify all

The order shall not be considered rendered for

Section 4.

This section shall not affect the

Subsection (4) of section 364.335, Florida

Statues, is amended to read:

26

364.335

27

(4)

The

Application for certificate.-commission may grant a certificate, in whole

28

or in part or with modifications in the public interest, but

29

in no event granting authority greater than that requested in

30

the application or amendments thereto and noticed under

31

2

Section 5.

10
ll

Section 364.337, Florida Statutes, is

created to read:

12

364.337

13

(1)

·'

Duplicative or competitive services.--

When the commission grants a certificate to a

14

telephone company for any type of service that is in

15

competition with or that duplicates the services provided by

16

another telephone company, the commission, if it finds that

17

such action is consistent with the public interest, may:
(a)

18
19

than are otherwise prescribed for telephone companies; or

20
21

Prescribe different requirements for the company

(b)

Exempt the company from some or all of the

requirements of this chapter.

22

(2)

In determining whether the actions authorized by

23

subsection (l) are consistent with the public interest, the

24

commission shall consider:

25

(a)

The number of firms providing the service;

26

(b)

Geographic availability of the service from other

28

(c)

The quality of service available fTom alternative

29

suppliers;

27

30
31

firms;

(d)

The effect on telephone service rates charged to

customers of other companies; and
3
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Governmental Operations

REf,/\TlNG TO

Telephone Companies

'!'he bi l l �akes the procedures for rate
or.�e�s_which are currently in the cl<'ctadjustment
ric and gas
ut il1t1es statute (366) ;:ind i n
thern in the
te 1 ephonc statute (364) as wel serts
l.

OTIIER COMMITTEE REF'lmf.NCE
SIMIT,/\R/COMP/\NION nILJ,S

'l'hc cornrni ssion could
. grant cert1· fi' cat s for new or
ex tence
l d serv1.• c<?s 1n competition with ecxist
inq se�vice
<'xcept local exchange, under Lhis bi
ll ·
•
Tlie com mission
· ·•
•
•
coulcl � 1��o prescr.1.he
varyi, n g degre
es of requl
. at.ion
·
depcn
· ding on thc type of service provi
ded by the
company.

January 26, 1982
I.

Sectional Analysis:

SUMM/\RY

/\.

Section J. Creates a new s. JG4.027 rel.,t
ing to access
to company records.

Present Situation -- Te l epho n e companies in Florida
are regu l ated by the Public Service Commission (PSCI
pursuant to Chapter 364, Florida Slalutes. This
chapter authorizes the PSC to regulate the rates and
quality of .service or telephone companies in the st.ate.

Section 2. /\mends s. 364 • 055 relating
to interim rate
procedures.

Phone companies have been e>xpandinq into non-regulated
activities which do not [all under the jurisdictio n o[
the PSC. The PSC has been provided access to compan y
records of both regulated an d non-regu l ated af[il iales.
'l'he commission takes llrn position that the audit function
must allow an auditor to trace al l tr;:i n sactions to their
source, and thereby allowing an auditor to analyze cost
allocations between regulated an d n on-regulated
affiliates.

'l'he commission currentJ y utilizes a formula l>a,sed on
the rate of return for the telephone> company in dcl:P.rmini ng
interim rates or refunds. 'l'he comn1ission feel s the pro
cedures need to be clarified.

The chapter relating to Electric and Gns Utilities (366)
contains procedures for rate adjustment orders. During
the sunset review of 1980, these> proc,�dures were in
advcrtantly omitted Crom the telephone chapter (364).

Current l aw provides tlrnt the PSC cann ot gnint certificalcs
for new or <?Xtendecl Lclcphone service if ii. will be in
competition with or dupl ic;:ite existing s<?rvicP.. No
consideration is given to ;:ircas of service in which
competition is feasible.

B.

The commission currently docs not have the option or
prescribing different requirements for di(fcre n l type
telephone companies.

Effect of Proposed Changes -- The propos<?d chnn9e will
make clear the commission's authorit)' to r.eviP.w all
records of telephone companies, inc l uding lhe activities
of unregulated scqmc,nts of the business. 'l'he commission
reviews such record5 to insure that no scgm<'nt of Lhe
business is illegally cross-subsidi,:inq ol:her scqments.
The bill provides Lhat such r<?corcls are subject to
s. 350 .121 relating Lo confidentiality of husincss
mnterin 1.

'l'he proposal clarific,s thr proceclures used in clel:r.rmining
interim rates or refunds. 'L'he clrnnqes would n.l l f),14 con
sideration of current embe<ld<?d cost of fixed rate capit;:i]
and the actual cost of short term debt, variable'? cost debt,
ancl other sources of capital such .,s .,ccumulated tax
d<?[errals.

Section 3. Creates a new s. 364.056 relating to rate
adjustment orders.

Section_4: /\mends s. 364.355 relating to the qranti'nq
of certificates.

Section 5: Creates a new 364.377 relating to procedures
for gra n ting a certificate.

II.

Section 6.

I\.

IIt.

IV.
V•

Provides for an effective date.

ECONOMIC IMP/\CT /\ND F'ISC/\L NO'l't

B.

_!'u bl.i,__c; -- Increased competition in certain ;:ispPcts of
the telephone l>usincss could lead to cost s�vi� g.s lo
con sumer-s o( these Rervices.

Government -- None.

COMMEN'l'S

�ceentl}', comp;inies in �·lor.ida lwve attcmpled to c>ntpr the
i�:rast�te . communications business in direct competition
w1tl! existing ph<;>n7 comp;:inies. 'rhf' rsc has received a li
cati':'n s f':'r <;ertificates
to provide certain kinds of t�iephone
se1v1ce within the state, but pursuant to current law thr PSC
canno� gra nt_t�ese applications even if the service w�u l d
benefit Floridians.
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SUBJECT:

SILL rlo, AND SPONSOR:

Telephone Cotpanies

I.

SB 868 by Senator Stuart

st.M-!ARY:
A.

Present Situation:
'!he Public Service Ccmni.ssion (PSC) has historically inclwed telephone
directm:y advertising :revenues when determining rates charged to
CIJStoners. In its last rate case, Southem Bell qoostioned the
PSC's authority to do this.
aien the PSC undertakes an inqui:cy, all records, docurlents, papers,
maps, books, etc., obtained by the PSC are exenpt fran s. 119.07(1),
F.s., while the inqui:cy is pending. If a fonnal proceeding is under
taken, arr.I natter determined by the PSC or by a state or federal
judicial or administrative oody to be trade secrets or proprieta:cy
confidential business infornation is exenpt from s. 119.07(1), F.S.
(s. 350.121, F.S.).
During a rate case, the procedure of s. 350.121, F.S., does rot
apply, as a rate case is not an inqui:cy. Telephone a:,npanies are oon
cerned about other parties having access to confidential proprieta:cy
business infornation.
Olapter 364, F. s., Telephcne Conpanies, does not allow a::rrpetition
in the teleccmrn.mication field in Florida. Secticn 364. 335, F.S.,
provides that the camd.ssion shall not grant a certificate for a
proposed telephone oorrpany which will be in CO!ll)etition with, or
which will duplicate the services provided by, arr.I other telephone
carpany, unless it first determines that the existing facilities are
inadequate to m:iet the reasonable needs of the public and it first
anends the certificate of su:::h other telephcne a:npaey to :rerrcve the
basis for conpetition or duplication of services.
Olapter 364, F.S., sets out various requirercents with which telephone
a:rrpanies must oonply, su:::h as certification .requiranents, :reporting
procedures, service standards, etc.

B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
Section 1 of the bill clarifies the PSC's authority to consider
:revenues from telephone directory advertising when establishing rates
for telea:mnuni.cations services.
\

Section 2 of the bill authorizes the PSC to have access to all tele
phone carpany records at all tines, subject to the provisions of
s. 350.121, F.S.
Section 3 of the bill places the effective date of telephone rate
adjustnent cases in dl. 364, F.s.
Section 4 of the bill pennits the PSC to grant certificates to
carpanies which will alla.-1 them to be in conpetition with other
carpanies, except for local exchange services.

Date Febniacy �3, 1982

Page 2 of 2

SENATE STAFF ANALYSIS ANO ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT
Analyst:
Staff Director:
Subject:

Crockett
Bumside
Telei;nane Carpanies

Bill No. And Sponsor:

SB 868 by Senator Stuart

Section 5 of the bill provides that requirarents set out in di. 364, F.S.,
could be varied for a conpany or a conpany could be exenpted fran sare
or all requi.renents if su::h actions are consistent with the pt:blic
interest. Factors are set out 'Which the PS:: nust consider in detel:rnining
the public interest •
II.

•

ECCtD!IC IMPACT AND FISCAL NO.lE:
A.

Pd:>lic:
With nonnal. rraxicet forces at work, increased carpetition fosters better
service at a lower cost to consuters. It is assured that this will
occur in the telecx::mnunications field.

B.

Governnent:
Infannation fran the �partrcent of General Services, Division of
Carmunications indicates that deregulation of teleconmunications could
save state goverrurent as IlllJdl as 30 percent of the current cost of the
Suncom system if lines could be leased fran a carpeting CXJll-paily. 'lhe
State of Florida leases 500,000 miles of lines from AT&T at a cost
of 60¢ per mi.le per nonth. Estimates fran other a:npan.ies are that they
could provide service equal to or better than present services at a
price 'Whidl is 30 percent less.

III.

CCM-lENI'S:
Section 3 of SB 868 is not needed as the section on rate adjustnent orders
was included in the 1981 Florida Statutes (s. 364.063, F.S.). 'lhis section
was not repealed pursuant to Sunset.
lbuse Bill 1076, whidl contains similar provisions, was introdu::ed in the
lbuse this session.
None

S, IZ /1117

CS for SB 868

311-1314D-82
A bill to be entitled

1
2

An. act relating to telephone companies;

3

creating s. 364.027, Florida Statutes;

4

providing for the Florida Public Service

s

Commission's access to telephone company

6

records; providing for the confidentiality of

7

certain records and an exemption from s.

8

119.07(1), Florida Statutes; amending s.

9

364.055(1), (2)(a) and (b), and (5), Florida

10

Statutes; providing a procedure for setting

11

interim rates or setting revenues subject to

12

refund; amending s. 364.335(4), Florida

13

Statutes, and creating s. 364.337, Florida

14

Statutes; authorizing the commission to grant

15

certificates to certain telephone companies

16

which will be in competition with other

17

telephone companies; authorizing establishment

18

of different requirements or exemption from

19

statutory provisions for companies providing

20

duplicative or competitive services; providing

21

for review and repeal in accordance with the

22

Regulatory Sunset Act; providing an effective

23

date.

24
25

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

26
27
28

Section 1.
created to read:

29

364.027

30

(1)

31

Section 364.027, Florida Statutes, is

Access to company records.--

The commission shall continue to have reasonable
Upon request of the company,

access to all company records.
1
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1

any records received by the commission which are shown to be

2

proprietary confidential business information shall be kept

3

confidential and shall be exempt from s. 119.07(1).

4

(2)

In any docket or proceeding before the commission,

5

upon a showing by the company and a finding by the commission

6

that such protection is necessary the commission shall issue

7

protective orders protecting a company from discovery of

8

proprietary confidential business information.

9

the commission determines that discovery of proprietary

However, if

10

confidential business information is necessary to protect the

11

public interest, the commission shall enter an order limiting

12

such discovery in the manner provided for in Rule 1.280 of the

13

Florida Rules of Civil Procedure.

14

confidential business information shall be exempt from s.

15

119.07(1).

16

(3)

17

Such proprietary

Proprietary confidential business information

includes,, but is not limited to:

18

(a)

Trade secrets;

19

(b)

Internal auditing controls and reports of internal

20

auditors;

21

(c)

Security measures, systems or procedures;

22

(d)

Information concerning bids or other contractual

23

data, the disclosure of which would impair the company's

24

efforts to contract for services on favorable terms; and

25
26
27
28
29
30

(e)

Employee personnel information unrelated to

compensation, duties, qualifications, or responsibilities.
Section 2.

Subsection (1), paragraphs (a) and (b) of

subsection (2), and subsection (5) of section 364.055, Florida
Statutes, are amended to read:
364.055

Interim rates; procedure.--

31
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(l)

The commission may, during any proceeding for a

2

change of, rates, upon its own motion, upon petition from any

3

party, or by a tariff filing of a telephone company, authorize

4

the collection of interim rates until the effective date of

5

the final order.

6

period different from the test period used in the request for

7

permanent rate relief.

8

for interim relief, the commission, the petitioning party, or

9

the telephone company shall demonstrate that the telephone

10

Such interim rates may be based upon a test
To establish a prima facie entitlement

company is earning outside the range of reasonableness on the

11

12
13

calculated in accordance with �a�a��a�� fate� �a�a��ap� fat

14

e£ subsection (5).

15

(2)(a)

In a proceeding for an interim increase in

16

rates, the commission shall authorize, within 60 days of the

17

filing for such relief, the collection of rates sufficient to

18

earn a �a�e ef �e���B a� the minimum of the range of �fte ias�

19

a��fte�i2ea rate of return calculated in accordance with

20

subparagraph (5)(b)2.

21

rates and the previously authorized rates shall be collected

22

under bond or corporate undertaking subject to refund with

23

interest at a rate ordered by the commission.

24

(b)

The difference between the interim

In a proceeding for an interim decrease in rates,

25

the commission shall authorize, within 60 days of the filing

26

for such relief, the continued collection of the previously

27

authorized rates; however, revenues collected under those

28

rates sufficient to reduce the achieved rate of return to the

29

maximum of the ias� a��fte�i2ea rate of return calculated in

30

accordance with subparagraph {5)(b)2. shall be placed under

31
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bond or corporate undertaking subject to refund with interest

2

at a rate ordered by the commission.

3
4

s

(S)J..tl

The commission, in setting interim rates or

setting revenues subject to refund, shall determine the
revenue deficiency or excess by calculating the difference

6

between a telephone company's achieved rate of return and its

7

required rate of return applied to an average investment rate

8

base or an end of period investment rate base. app¼y�R��

9

fa7

The rate of return for the telephone company for

10

the most recent 12-month period, which shall be calculated by

11

applying appropriate adjustments consistent with those which

12

were used in the telephone company's most recent rate case and

13

annualizing any rate changes occurring during such period but

14

based upon an average investment rate base; or

15

(b)

For ourposes of this subsection:

�Re �a�e ei

16
17
18

1.

Achieved rate of return means the rate of return

19

earned by the comoany for the most recent 12-month period.

20

The achieved rate of return shall be calculated by applying

21

appropriate adjustments consistent with those which were used

22

in the company's most recent rate case and annualizing any

23

rate changes occurring during such period.

24

2.

Required rate of return shall be calculated as the

25

weighted average cost of capital for the most recent 12-month

26

period, using the company's last authorized rate of return on

27

equity, the current embedded cost of fixed-rate capital, the

28

actual cost of short-term debt, the actual cost of variable-

29

cost debt, and the actual cost of other sources of capital

30

which were used in the company's last rate case.

31
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In a proceeding for an interim increase, the term

2

"last authorized rate of return on equity" used in

3

subparagraph (b)2. means the minimum of the range of the last

4

authorized rate of return on equity established in the

5

company's most recent rate case.

6

interim decrease the term "last authorized rate of return on

7

equity" used in subparagraph (b)2. means the maximum of the

8

range of the last authorized rate of return on equity

9

established in the company's most recent rate case.

10
11

Section 3.

In a proceeding for an

Subsection (4) of section 364.335, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:

12

364.335

13

(4)

Application for certificate.--

The commission may grant a certificate, in whole

14

or in part or with modifications in the public interest, but

15

in no event granting authority greater than that requested in

16

the application or amendments thereto and noticed under

17

subsection (l); or it may deny a certificate.

18

shall not grant a certificate for a proposed telephone

19

company, or for the extension of an existing telephone

20

company, which will be in competition with; or Wfi�eft w�¼¼

21

duplicate the local exchange services provided by 7 any other

22

telephone company, unless it first determines that the

23

existing facilities are inadequate to meet the reasonable

24

needs of the public and it first amends the certificate of

25

such other telephone company to remove the basis for

26

competition or duplication of services.

27
28

Section 4.

Section 364.337, Florida Statutes, is

created to read:

29

364.337

30

(1)

31

The commission

Duplicative or competitive services.-

When the commission grants a certificate to a

telephone company for any type of service that is in
5
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competition with or that duplicates the services provided by

2

another telephone company, the commission, if it finds that

3

such action is consistent with the public interest, may:

4
5

{a)

than are otherwise prescribed for telephone companies; or

6
7

{b)

10

Exempt the company from some or all of the

requirements of this chapter.

8
9

Prescribe different requirements for the company

(2)

In determining whether the actions authorized by

subsection (1) are consistent with the public interest, the
commission shall consider:

11

{a)

The number of firms providing the service;

12

(b)

Geographic availability of the service from other

14

(c)

The quality of service available from alternative

15

suppliers;

16

(d)

13

17

firms;

customers of other companies; and
(e)

18
19

The effect on telephone service rates charged to
Any other factors that the commission considers

relevant to the public interest.
Section 5.

20

Each section within chapter 364, Florida

21

Statutes, which is added or amended by this act, is repealed

22

on October 1, 1989, and shall be reviewed by the Legislature

23

pursuant to s. 11.61, Florida Statutes.

24
25

Section 6.

This act shall take effect upon becoming

law.

26
27
28
29
30
31
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STATEMENT OF SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES CONTAINED IN
COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR SENATE BILL 868

CS/SB 868 amends the substance of SB 972 onto SB 868 with the
following rrodifications:

Proposed

'!he provision relating to PSC aw:roval of the test period is deleted;
'!he provision rreking the rornrencerrent dates of the 8-rronth period for
rate increases and the 12-nonth period for final orders the sarre is
deleted; and
'!he formula for detennining interim rates is further delineated.

'!he follCMing rrodifications are made to SB 868:

'!he provision r�ring the PSC to consider rates derived fran telephone
directory advertising when establishing rates is deleted;
A procedure for exenpting proprietary confidential bu;iness infonnation
of telephone carpanies is set out; and
'!he provision which places the effective date of telephone rate adjust
rrent orders in ch. 36 4 , F. S. , is deleted.
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•
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BILL !lo, AND SPONSOR:

SUBJECT:

CS/SB 868 by EC:A camti.ttee and
Senator Stuart

Telepba1e Catpanies

I.

EXl:A

FAV/CS

SCM!ARY:
A.

Present Situation:

� the PSC undert:akes an in:;{W.J:Y, all records, docmerits, papers,
naps, books, etc., cbtained by the PSC are exetpt fl:an s. W.07(1),
F.S., while the :inqu:il:y is pending. If a fomal. proceeding is undertaken, arrJ mtter aete:mined by the PSC or by a state or federal
ju:licial or administrative body to be trade seaets or pmprietaxy
cx::nfidential business infO?:nation is exetpt :Eran s. 119.07(1), F.S. (s. 350.121, F.S.) �

During a rate case, the procedure of s. 350.121, F.s., does rot
apply, as a rate case is not an inquiJ:y. Teletilone o:::trpmies are o:m
oeJ:ned about other parties having access to cx::nfidential pmpriet.al:j'
business infonra.tion.

01.apter 364, F.S., Telephale Cottpanies, does not allcw cx::np!tition
in the telec:c:mrunication field in Florida. Sectiai 364.335, F.S.,
provides that the ccmnission shall not grant a certificate for a
proposed telephone a,npany which will be in o::lll'P!tition with, or
which will duplicate the services pmvided by, aey other telephone
�, unless it first determines that the existing facilities are
inadequate to meet the reasonable needs of the public and it first
emends the certificate of su:h other tel�e carpany to renove the
basis for corcpetition or duplication of services.

Cllapter 364, F.S., sets out various requi.l:e-rents with which teler;tione
o:::trpmies must cmply, su:h as certification requirements, reporting
pxocedures, service standards, etc.
-

'Dle c:i.J:cmstances l1nder wch end-of-period investment can be used
in interim :tate cases are not set out in the statutes.

In setting interim :tates, the PSC must \lS8 figures fl:an the cc:npmy' s
last rate ease r � could have been several yea.J:S prior. 'lhus,
cuc:ent cost of debt, ..tu.ch is m:st likely_ to be higher in t:i:mes of
infl.at:ion, is not consicel:ed.
B.

E£fect of l?roposed Olanges:
'lhis bill '.Qlld:

Authorize the PSC to have access to all telephone
� reo:,rds at all titres, according to the procedure
set out;
Pennit the PSC to grant certificates to cx::aq;,anies which will
allow then to be in coopetition with other conpan:ies, except
for local exchange services ;
Pl:Ovice that the :i:equirercents set out in ch. 364, F.S., could
be varied for a carpany or a carpany could be exsrpted fl:an
SOiie or all :requ:i.i:etents if such actions are consistent with
the public interest. Factors are set out which the PSC lllllSt
consider in cetemining the public interest; and
Give- the PSC a fOJ:Il1Ul.a. for determining interim rates
which takes into aetDunt cunent debt and specifies
circtzmstances under which the PSC can consider end-ofperiod invest:Irent in det:eJ::mi.ning interim rates.

FebrtJaJ:Y 25, 1982 (F-evised)
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Date Februaey--i3, 1982

SENATE STAFF ANALYSIS ANO ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT
Analyst:
Staff Director:
Subject:

II.

Cmc:kett
Bm:nside
Tele[X1008 catpanies

Bill No. And Sponsor:

CS/ SB 868 by EX:x::A Carmittee- and
Senator Stuart

Ea:t0-1rC IMPJIC!' AND FISCAL NOlE:
A.

l?tblic:
With nomal market forces at WO%X, increased c:x:ll{:letition fosters better
service a� a lower cost to consunenl. It is assuied that this will
occur in the telea:rrmunications field.
Osing tbe cur.rent cost of debt figures will be becefic:ial. to the
a::npmies in tines- of inflation.

'lhe: ancunt of savings is.. indeteminabJ,e.
B.

Ill.

�t:

InfoJ:?ta.tiai fran the Depart:IIent of General Services, Division of
canrunicatiais indicates that deregulation of telea:mmmcations could
save state gcvenment as m:dl. as 30 percent of the current cost of the
Suna:m system if lines could be leased fran a �ting �. 'lhe
State of Florida leases 500,000 miles of lines fran M&T at a cost
of 60¢ per mi.le per IrOnth. Estimates f:ran other c:atp3Ilies are that they
could pmvide service equal to or better than present services at a
price which is. 30 percent less.

OMIJENI'S':

House Bill 1076, which. contains- similar provi,siais I was- introduced in the
, , House'. this session.
IV.

.AMENtMENl'S:
None

UATE:

March 29, 1982 (Revised)
Februacy 2.!? , .L982 (Pevised)
February 23, 1982
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SUBJECT:

BILL ?lo, AND SPONSOR:

Telephone Carpanies

I•

OCCA

CS/SB 868 by Ec:A Camrl.ttee and
Senator Stuart

=,...."=·.

ou1·.L·J0"-.1.

A.

Present Situation:

vhen the PSC mdertakes an inquiry, all records, dcx:urrents, papers,
maps, books, etc., obtained by the PSC are exerrpt from s. 119.07(1),
F.S., 1r.hile the inquiry is pending. If a fonnal proceeding is under
taken, any matter determined by the PSC or by a state or federal
judicial or administrative body to be trade secrets or proprietary
confidential business infornation is exenpt :Eran s. 119.07(1), F.S.
(s. 350.121, F.S.).
During a rate case, the procedure of s. 350.121, F.S., does rot
apply, as a rate case is not an inquiry. Telephone oorrpanies are oon
cezned about other parties having access to confidential proprietary
business infornation.

OJ.apter 364, F.S., Telephone c.onpanies, does not allow cotpetition
in the telecomnunication field in Florida. Section 364. 335, F.S.,
provides that the ccmnission shall not grant a certificate for a
proposed telephone oonpany which will be in corrpetition with, or
1r.hich will duplicate the services provided by, any other telephone
crnipany, mless it first determines that the existing facilities are
inaclequate to rreet the reasonable needs of the public and it first
airends the certificate of su::h other telephone ronpany to renove the
basis for corrpetition or duplication of services.
OJ.apter 364, F.S., sets out various requirenents with which telephone
carpanies must conply, such as certification requirerrents, reporting
procedures, service standards, etc.
'll1e circurstances under \ohic:h end-of-period investment can be used
in interim rate cases are not set out in the statutes.
In setting interim rates, the PSC must use figures fl:an the carpaey' s
last rate case, 1r.hidl oould have been several years prior. 'lhus ,
current cost of debt, \ohich is rn:ist likely to be higher in tines of
inflation, is not cx:msidered.
B.

Effect of Proposed Olanges:
'lhis bill would:

Authorize the PSC to have access to all telephone
carpany reoords at all tines, according to the prcx::edure
set out;

Pennit the PSC to grant certificates to conpanies 1r.hich will
allcw them to be in conpetition with other oorrpanies, except
for local exchange services;
Provide that the requirerrents set out in ch. 364, F.S., oould
be varied for a carpany or a crnpany could be exerrpted fran
sorre or all requirerrents if such actions are consistent with
the public interest. Factors are set out 1r.hich the PSC must
consider in detennining the public interest; and
Give the PSC a formula for detennining interim rates
1r.hidl takes into acoount current debt and specifies
cirC\lll'Stances under 1r.hidl the PSC can consider e:nd-ofperiod investrrent in determi.ning interim rates.

March 29, 1982 (Revised)
February 25, 1982 (Revised)
Date Feb� 23, 1982
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Staff Director:
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Bill No. And Sponsor:
CS/SB 868 l!{ :occA Comnittee and
Senator Stuart

OCCNCMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOI'E:
•A.

Public:

With nonnal m:rrket forces at work, increased cx:,npetition fosters better
service at a lower cost to censurers. It is assured that this will
occur in the telecarmunications field.
Using the current cost of debt figures will be beneficial to the
cr:cpanies in tines of inflation.
'!he anmmt of savings is indetenninable.
B.

Govermrent:
Information fran the Depar1:JTe1t of General Services, Division of
Camnmications indicates that deregulation of teleconmunications could
save state governrrent as nuch as 30 percent of the current cost of the
Suncx:m system if lines could be leased from a cx:mpeting crnpany. 'Ihe
State of Florida leases 500,000 miles of lines fran AT&T at a cost
of 60¢ per mile per nonth. Estinates fran other ccnpanies are that they
could provide service equal to or better than present se:i:vices at a
price which is 30 percent less.

III.

CCM-1ENTS:
House Bill 1076, which oontains similar provisions, was introduced in the
House this session.
'!his act was approved 1¥ the Governor on March 19, 1982 and rKM appears
as ch. 82-51, laws of Florida.

Journal
of the

House of Representatives

Eighty-fourth
Regular Session
sinee Statehood in l 845

JANUARY 18 through MARCH 25, 1982
Including a record of transmittal of Acts subsequent to sine die adjournment

March 5, 1982

.

.

JOURNAL OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

and (6), Florida Statutes; providing that the commission shall
regularly establish a leverage scale for certain purposes; au
thorizing utilities to use a certain established range of rates
of return in rate cases; authorizing, rather than requiring,
a utility to put unapproved rates into effect; requiring the
filing of tariffs prior to placing unapproved rates into effect;
amending s. 367.082(1), (2)(a), (b), (5), Florida Statutes;
modifying the procedure for setting interim rates or revenues
subject to refund; adding s. 367.121(3), Florida Statutes; pro
viding for commission access to records and providing for the
confidentiality of certain records and an exemption from s.
119.07(1), Florida Statutes; amending s. 367.151, Florida Stat
utes; conforming language relating to the gross receipts tax;
amending s. 367.171(2)(c), Florida Statutes; authorizing, rather
than requiring, the commission to set rates and make certain
other determinations prior to issuing a certificate when a
utility comes under its jurisdiction; amending s. 368.021, Florida
Statutes; limiting applicability of the Gas Safety Law; adding
s. 368.05(3), Florida Statutes; limiting jurisdiction of the com
mission under the Gas Safety Law; providing for review and
repeal in accordance with the Regulatory Sunset Act; providing
an effective date.
-a companion measure, was substituted therefor. On further
motions by Rep. Batchelor, the rules were waived and CS for
SB 879 was read the second time by title and the third time
by title. On passage, the vote was:
Yeas-97
Richmond
Lehman
Allen
Friedman
Robinson
Lehtinen
Bankhead
Gardner
Rosen
Lewis
Batchelor
Girardeau
Sample
Liberti
Bell
Gordon
Shackelford
Lippman
Boles
Hagler
Sheldon
Brantley
Mann
Hall, C. A.
Silver
Brodie
Martin
Hall, L. J.
Burnsed
McPherson, T. Smith,C. R.
Hattaway
Smith,J. H.
Burrall
Hawkins, L. R. Meek
Smith, L.J.
Carlton
Hawkins, M. E. Meffert
Carpenter
Spaet
Hazouri
Melby
Steele
Casas
Messersmith
Hieber
Thomas
Clements
Mills
Hodes
Thompson
Cosgrove
Mitchell
Hodges, G.
Cox
Tygart
Hollingsworth Morgan
Crady
Upchurch
Johnson, A. E. Myers
Crotty
Ward
Johnson, B. L. Nergard
Danson
Watt
Johnson, R. C. Nuckolls
Davis
Weinstock
Jones, C. F.
Pajcic
Drage
Williams
Jones, D. L.
Patchett
Dunbar
Woodruff
Kelly
Patterson
Dyer
Young
Plummer,J.
Kershaw
Easley
Price
Kimmel
Ewing
Kiser
Ready
Fox
Reynolds
Kutun
Nays-None
Votes after roll call:
Yeas-Gallagher, McEwan
So the bill passed and was immediately certified to the
Senate.
Under Rule 7.11, HB 1071, a companion measure, was laid
on the table.
HB 1076 was taken up. On motions by Rep. Sheldon, the
rules were waived andCS for SB 868-A bill to be entitled An act relating to tele
phone companies; creating s. 364.027, Florida Statutes; providing
for the Florida Public Service Commission's access to telephone
company records; providing for the confidentiality of certain
records and an exemption from s. 119.07(1), Florida Statutes;
amending s. 364.055(1), (2)(a) and (b), and (5), Florida
Statutes; providing a procedure for setting interim rates or
setting revenues subject to refund; amending s. 364.335(4),
Florida Statutes, and creating s. 364.337, Florida Statutes; au
thorizing the commission to grant certificates to certain tele
phone companies which will be in competition with other tele
phone companies; authorizing establishment of different re
quirements or exemption from statutory provisions for com
panies providing duplicative or competitive services; providing

415

for review and repeal in accordance with the Regulatory Sunset
Act; providing an effective date.
-a companion measure, was substituted therefor and read
the second time by title.
Representative Sheldon offered the following amendment:
Amendment 1-On page 4, lines 9-14, strike through all of
said lines
Rep. Sheldon moved the adoption of the amendment which
was adopted.
On motion by Rep. Sheldon, the rules were waived and CS/SB
868, as amended, was read the third time by title. Further
consideration of CS/SB 868 was temporarily deferred.
THE SPEAKER IN THE CHAIR
Subsequently, the House resumed consideration of CS/SB
868 and the question recurred on the passage of the bill. The
vote was:
Yeas-94
The Chair
Allen
Bankhead
Batchelor
Boles
Brodie
Brown
Burnsed
Burrall
Bush
Carlton
Carpenter
Casas
Clements
Cox
Crady
Crawford
Crotty
Danson
Davis
Drage
Dunbar
Dyer
Easley

Fox
Friedman
Gardner
Girardeau
Gordon
Hagler
Hall, C. A.
Hall, L.J.
Hattaway
Hazouri
Hieber
Hodes
Hodges, G.
Hollingsworth
Johnson, A. E.
Johnson, B. L.
Johnson, R.C.
Jones,C. F.
Jones,D.L.
Kelly
Kimmel
Kiser
Kutun
Lehman

Lewis
Liberti
Lippman
Mann
McPherson, T.
Meek
Meffert
Melby
Messersmith
Mills
Mitchell
Moore
Morgan
Myers
Nergard
Nuckolls
Pajcic
Patchett
Patterson
Plummer,J.
Price
Ready
Reynolds
Richmond

Rosen
Sadowski
Sample
Shackelford
Sheldon
Silver
Smith,C. R.
Smith,J.H.
Smith,L.J.
Spaet
Steele
Thomas
Thompson
Tygart
Upchurch
Ward
Watt
Weinstock
Wetherell
Williams
Woodruff
Young

Nays-1
Robinson
Votes after roll call:
Yeas-McEwan, Gallagher
So the bill passed, as amended, and was immediately certified
to the Senate after engrossment.
Under Rule 7.11, HB 1076 , a companion measure, was laid
on the table.
REP. CRAWFORD IN THE CHAIR
HB 305-A bill to be entitled An act relating to warranty
associations; amending s. 634.405(1)(a), Florida Statutes, chang
ing the amount of the required deposit for new service warranty
associations and those with $300,000 of gross written premiums
or less; providing for review and repeal in accordance with the
Regulatory Sunset Act; providing an effective date.
-was read the second time by title. On motion by Rep.
Kelly, the rules were waived and the bill was read the third
time by title. On passage, the vote was:
Yeas-97
The Chair
Bankhead
Batchelor
Bell

Boles
Brantley
Brodie
Brown

Burrall
Carlton
Carpenter
Clements

Cosgrove
Cox
Crady
Crotty
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A bill to be entitled

1
2

An act relating to telephone companies;

3

creating s. 364.027, Florida Statutes;

4

providing for the Florida Pµblic Service

5

Commission's access to telephone company

6

records; providing for the confidentiality of

7

certain records and an exemption from s.

8

119.07(1), Florida Statutes; amending s.

9

364.055(1), (2)(a) and (b), and (5), Florida

10

Statutes; providing a procedure for setting

ll

interim rates or setting revenues subject to

12

refund; amending s. 364.335(4), Florida

13

Statutes, and creating s. 364.337, Florida

14

Statutes; authorizing the commission to grant

15

certificates to certain telephone companies

16

which will be in competition with other

17

telephone companies; authorizing establishment

18

of different requirements or exemption from

19

statutory provisions for companies providing

20

duplicative or competitive services; providing

21

for review and repeal in accordance with the

22

Regulatory Sunset Act; providing an effective

23

date.

24
25

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

26
.c,,.,. , Section.:.l;
S..:·=ii_�.
created to read:

·,U,.1,.",,l\,i.l...,•�--1- /4...., ...:,

28

29

364.027

30

(1)

31

Section 364.027, Florida Statutes, is

Access to company records.--

The commission shall continue to have reasonable
Upon request of the company,

access to all company records.
1
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l

any records received by the commission which are shown to be

2

proprietary confidential business information shall be kept

3

confidential and shall be exempt from s. 119.07(1).

4

(2)

In any docket or proceeding before the commission,

5

upon a showing by the company and a finding by the commission

6

that such protection is necessary the commission shall issue

7

protective orders protecting a company from discovery of

8

proprietary confidential business information. However, if

9

the commission determines that discovery of proprietary

10

confidential business information is necessary to protect the

11

public interest, the commission shall enter an order limiting

12

such discovery in the manner provided for in Rule 1.280 of the

13

Florida Rules of Civil Procedure.

14

confidential business information shall be exempt from s.

15

119.07(1).

16

(3)

17

Such proprietary

Proprietary confidential business information

includes, but is not limited to:

18

(a)

Trade secrets;

19

(b)

Internal auditing controls and reports of internal

20

auditors;

21

(c)

Security measures, systems or procedures;

22

(d)

Information concerning bids or other contractual

23

data, the disclosure of which would impair the company's

24

efforts to contract for services on favorable terms; and

25
26
21

(e)

Employee personnel information unrelated to

compensation, duties, qualifications, or responsibil:ities.

X

\.�s.!��fo'ri!�2·t

Subsection (1), paragraphs (a) and (b) of

28

subsection (2), and subsection (5) of section 364.055, Florida

29

Statutes, are amended to read:�- �

30
31

364.055

Interim rates; procedure.--

SB

2
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1

(1)

The commission may, during any proceeding for a

2

change of rates, upon its own motion, upon petition from any

3

party, or by a tariff filing of a telephone company, authorize

4

the collection of interim rates until the effective date of

5

the final order.

6

period different from the test period used in the request for

7

permanent rate relief.

8

for interim relief, the commission, the petitioning party, or

9

the telephone company shall demonstrate that the telephone

10

Such interim rates may be based upon a test
To establish a prima facie entitlement

company is earning outside the range of reasonableness on the

11
12
13
14
15

e€ subsection (5).
(2)(a)

In a proceeding for an interim increase in

16

rates, the commission shall authorize, within 60 days of the

17

filing for such relief, the collection of rates sufficient to

18

earn a �aee e€ �e���� a� the minimum of the range of ��e las�

19

a���e��sea rate of return calculated in accordance with

20

subcaragraph (5)(b)2.

21

rates and the previously authorized rates shall be collected

22

under bond or corporate·undertaking subject to refund with

23

interest at a rate ordered by the commission.

24

(b)

The difference between the interim

In a proceeding for an interim decrease in rates,

25

the commission shall authorize, within 60 days of the filing

26

for such relief, the continued collection of the p-reviously

27

authorized rates; however, revenues collected under those

28

rates sufficient to reduce the achieved rate of return to the

29

maximum of the ;as� a��Be��sea rate of return calculated in

30

accordance with suboaragrach (5)(b)2. shall be placed under

31
3
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1

bond or corporate undertaking subject to refund with interest

2

at a rate ordered by the commission.

3

(S)fil

The commission, in setting interim rates or

4

setting revenues subject to refund, shall determine the

5

revenue deficiency or excess by calculating the difference

6

between a teleohone comoanv's achieved rate of return and its

7

reauired rate of return apolied to an average investment rate

8

base or an end of period investment rate base. a���Y�R��

9

fat

The rate of return for the telephone company for

10

the most recent 12-month period, which shall be calculated by

11

applying appropriate adjustments consistent with those which

12

were used in the telephone company's most recent rate case and

13

annualizing any rate changes occurring during such period but

14

based upon an average investment rate base; or

15

(b)

For purooses of this subsection:

':'fie �a�e e€

16
17
18

1.

Achieved rate of return means the rate of return

19

earned by the comoany for the most recent 12-month oeriod.

20

The achieved rate of return shall be calculated by aoolving

21

aooropriate adjustments consistent with those which were used

22

in the companv's most recent rate case and annualizing anv

23

rate changes occurring during such oeriod.

24

2.

Reauired rate of return shall be calcula�ed as the

25

weighted average cost of caoital for the most recent 12-month

26

oeriod, using the comoanv's last authorized rate of-return on

27

eauity, the current embedded cost of fixed-rate capital, and

28

the actual cost of short-term and variable-cost debt and other

29

sources of caoital which were used in the comoany's last rate

30

case·, for the oeriod.

31
4
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l

3.

In a Proceeding for an interim increase, the term

2

"last authorized rate of return on equity" used in

3

suboaragraoh (b)2. means the minimum of the range of the last

4

authorized rate of return on eauitv established in the

5

companv's most recent rate case.

6

interim decrease the term "last authorized rate of return on

7

eauity" used in subparagraph (b)2. means the maximum of the

8

range of the last authorized rate of return on equity

9

established in the company's most recent rate case.

10
ll
12
13

In a proceeding for an

.J?�����µlt;i�✓

(4) of secti�n 364.335, Florida
Statutes, is amended to read: {)� ,,{A.,
}0 £
364. 335
(4)

58 �

8G (S'

Application fo: certificate.--

The commission may grant a certificate, in whole

14

or in part or with modifications in the public interest, but

15

in no event granting authority greater than that requested in

16

the application or amendments thereto and noticed under

17

subsection (l); or it may deny a certificate.

18

shall not grant a certificate for a proposed telephone

19

company, or for the extension of an existing telephone

20

company, which will be in competition with; or Wfl�efl w�i�

21

duplicate the local exchange services provided by 7 any other

22

telephone company, unless it first determines that the

23

existing facilities are inadequate to meet the reasonable

24

needs of the public and it first amends the certificate of

25

such other telephone company to remove the basis for

26

competition or duplication of services.

27
28
29
30
31

, ·�s�,....-.,..,,_

-:�5�=·%anllf:t.1li,0.

created to read:
364.337
(l)

The commission

Section 364.337, Florida Statutes, is

SB

,()
_ DJx...,e_ J_/)
Duplicative or competitive services.--

When the commission grants a certificate to a

telephone company for any type of service that is in
5
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l

competition with or that duplicates the services provided by

2

another telephone company, the commission, if it finds that

J

such action is consistent with the public interest, may:
(a}

4

5

than are otherwise prescribed for telephone companies; or
(b}

6

7

10

Exempt the company from some or all of the

requirements of this chapter.
(2)

8

9

Prescribe different requirements for the company

In determining whether the actions authorized by

subsection (l} are consistent with the public interest, the
commission shall consider:

ll

(a}

The number of firms providing the service;

12

(b}

Geographic availability of the service from other

14

(c}

The quality of service available from alternative

15

suppliers;

16

(d}

13

17

firms;

customers of other companies; and
(e)

18
19

The effect on telephone service rates charged to
Any other factors that the commission considers

relevant to the public interest.
Section 5.

20

Each section within chapter 364, Florida

21

Statutes, which is added or amended by this act, is repealed

22

on October 1, 1989, and shall be reviewed by the Legislature

23

pursuant to s. 11.61, Florida Statutes.
Section 6.

24
25

This act shall take effect upon becoming

law.

26
27
28
29
30
31
6
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DRAFT - 1/25/82
1

A bill to be entitled

2

An act relating to telephone companies; creating

3

s. 364.027, F.S., clarifying the commission's

4

access to company records; amending s. 364.055 (5),

5

F.S., further s9ecifying the method of setting

6

interim rates or revenues subject to refund;

7

creating s. 364.056, F.S., providing time limits

8

for reducing commission orders to writing and

9

for mailing orders to cler}

10

courts; amending s. 364.33!

11

s. 364.337, F.S. authorizii

12

to grant certificates to t,

13

which will be in competiti,

14

telephone companies; provi...u.u':l

lhvrE
81LL

&--ov OfS". (o,.,,.,,,
FnE

15
16

Be It Enacted By The Legislature Of The State Of Florida:

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Section 1.

Section 364.027, Florida Statutes, is created

to read:
364.027

Access to Company Records.--

The Commission

shall continue to have complete and ready access to all
company records to assure proper allocation of costs between
competitive and noncompetitive services and between
jurisdictional and nonjurisdictional services.

The

Commission's access to such records shall be subject to the
provisions of s. 350.121.

28
29
30
31

Section 2.

Subsection (5) of Section 364.055, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
364.055

Interim rates; procedure.--

CODIHG: Words in�� type are deletions from existing law; words underlined are additions.

1

(5)

2

(a)

The Commission, in setting interim rates or setting

3 revenues subject to refund, shall determine the deficiency or
4 excess by calculating the difference between a telephone
5 company's achieved rate of return and its reguired rate of
6 retbrn. appiyiHg.

7

(b)

8

1.

For purposes of this subsection:
Achieved rate of return means the rate of return

9 earned by the company for the most recent 12-month period.

The

10 achieved rate of return shall be calculated by applying
11 appropriate adjustments consistent with those which were used
12 in the company's most recent rate case and annualizing any
13 rate changes occuring during such period.
14

2.

Required rate of return shall be calculated as the

15 weighted average cost of capital for the most recent 12-month

16 period, using the company's last authorized return on equity,

17 the current embedded cost of fixed-rate capital, and the actual
18 _cost of short term variable cost debt and other sources of

19 _capital such as accumulated tax deferrals for the period.
3.

The term last authorized return on eguity used in

21 _subsection 2 shall mean the minimum of the range of the last
22 _authorized rate of return in a proceeding for an interim in23 _crease, and the maximum of the range of the last authorized

24 _rate of return in a proceeding for an interim decrease.

2

l

1at--�he-ra�e--o£-re�ttrn-£er-�he-�elephene-eefflpany-fer-�he

2 mos�-reeen�-l�-mon�h-per±ed,-wh±eh-shall-be-ealettla�ed-by

3 apply±ng-appropr±a�e-adjtts�men�s-eens±s�en�-w±�h-�hese-wh±eh
4 were-ttsed-±n-�he-�elephene-eempanyis-mes�-reeen�-ra�e-ease
5 and-annttal±�±ng-any-ra�e-ehanges-eeettrr±ng-dttr±ng-stteh-per±ed

'

6 btt�-eased-ttpen-an-average-±nves�fflen�-ra�e-base�-er
1et--�he-ra�e-ef-re�ttrn-ealeela�ed-±n-aeeerdanee-w±�h
7

8 paragraph-1at-btt�-based-ttpen-an-end-e£-per±ed-±nves�fflen�-ra�e

9
10
11
12

base,.

Section 3.

Section 364.056, Florida Statutes, is created

to read:
364.056

Rate adjustment orders.--

Any order issued by

13

the commission adjusting general increases or reductions of

15

including any dissenting or concurring opinions within 20-days

17

the commission shall also mail a copy of the order to the clerk

14 the rates of a telephone company shall be reduced to writing

16 of the official vote of the Commission.

Within said 20-days,

18 of the curcuit court of each county in which customers are
19

serviced who are affected by the rate adjustment, which copy

20 shall be kept on file and made available to the public.

The

21

commission shall notify all parties of record in the proceeding

22

of the date of such mailing.

23

considered rendered for purposes of appeal, rehearing, or

24

judicial review until the date the copies are mailed as
required by this section. This provision shall not delay the

25
26
27
28

effective date of the order.

Such an order shall not be

Such an order shall be considered

rendered on the date of the official vote for the purpose of

s. 364.05(4).

29
30

31

3
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1

Section 4.

Subsection (4) of Section 364.355, Florida

2 Statutes, is amended to read:
3

364.335

4

(4)

Application for Certificate.--

The Commission may grant a certificate, in whole or

5 in part, or with modifications in the public interest, but in
6

no event granting authority greater than that requested in the

7

application or amendments thereto and notice under subsection

8

(l); or it may deny a certificate.

The Commission shall not

9 grant a certificate for a proposed telephone company, or for
10 the extension of an existing telephone company, which will be
11 in competition with, or duplicate the local exchange service
12 provided by any other telephone company, unless it first
13 determines that the existing radcilities are inadequate to meet
14 the reasonable needs of the public and it first amends the
15 certificate of such other telephone company to remove the
16 basis for competition or duplication of services.
17

Section 5.

Section 364.337, Florida Statutes, is created

18 to read:

19

20

364.377.-(1)

When the Commission grants a certificate to a

21 teleehone corneany for any tyee of service which is in corneeti22 tion with or which duelicates the services erovided by another
23

24
25

26
27
28
29
30
31

teleehone corneany, the Commission may:
(a)

Prescribe different requirements for such company

seeking a certificate than is otherwise prescribed for
telephone companies; and
(b)

Exempt such teleehone companies in whole or in part

from the requirements of this chapter,
if the Commission finds that such different requirements or
exemption is consistent with the public interest.
4
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

(2)

In determining whether such different requirements

or exemption is consistent with the public interest, the
Commission shall consider such factors as:
(a)

The number of firms providing the service;

(b)

Geographic

availability of the service from other

firms;
(c)

The quality of service available from alternative

suppliers;
(d)

The impact on telephone service rates charged to

10 customers of other carriers.
11
12

Section 6.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1982.

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

5
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Subsections (1), (2), and (5) of Section 364.055,
I /V

Florida Statutes, are amended to read:
364.055

Interim rates; procedur�.--

0). The commission may, during any proceeding for a change

5

of rates, upon its own motion, upon petition from any party, or by

6

a tariff filing of a telephone company, authorize the collection

7

of interim rates until the effective date of the final order.

8

Such.interim rates may be based upon a test period different from

9
10
11

the test period USfd in the request for permanent rate relief;

establish a prima facie entitlement for interim relief, the

commission, the petitioning party, or the telephone company shall

12

demonstrate that the telephone company is earning outside the

.13

range of reasonableness on the rate of return-p-Fe-�i-ou-�l-�

14

au-thori--2'e"d- :by- -t-he- --co-mm-i-s-s-i-on-.- --'f-h-i-s- -de-t-e-Ffll-i-na-t-i-o-n- -s-ha-1-l- -b-e--ba-so<li,l)

j I-�

15

up-on- -the- --rate- -of- -re-t-u-r-n- ca 1 cu I ated in accordance� -p-a-p.ag-i=a-p-h-

16

(-a-}-,n�-p-cnag-raplr-{--b-}--of- subsection· (5).

17
18

19

To

(2)(a)

In a proceeding for an interim increase in rates, the

commission shall authorize, within 60 days of the filing f�r such
relief, the collection of rates sufficient to earn-a--r-a-t-e-��

20

re-t-u-rn--a-t- the minimum of the range of -t-hs--1-a-s.t--a-u.t-h-o-t:-i-ud. rate of

21

return calculated in-accordance with subsection (5).

The

• "'22 ·di-fference bet·ween··the- interim· rates ·and -the previously· authorized ..
23 rates shall be collected under bond or corporate undertaking
24

subject to refund with interest at a rate ordered by the

25

commission.

··26·

27
28
29
30
31

.•... (b) ....In ..a .proceeding .for .an ,interim decrease. in. ratesr-the ...

commission shall authorize, within 60 days of the filing for such
relief, the continued collection of the previously authorized

rates; however, revenues collected under those rates sufficient to
reduce the achieved rate of return to the maximum of the last
&at-ho-�i-z.e.d. rate of return calculated in accordance with subsection
CODING: Words underlined are additions: words in
st�ttek-throttgh type are deletions from existing law.

l
2

(5) shall be p"'laced under bond or corporate undertaking subject to
refund with interest at a rate ordered by the commission.

3

(5)

4

( a)

The Commission, in setting interim rates or setting

5

revenues subject to refund, shall determine the deficiency or

6

excess by calculating the difference between a telephone company's

7

achieved rate of return and its required rate of return.

8
9

10

,( b)
.1.

applyiRg+

For purposes of this subsection:
Achieved.rate of return means the rate of return earned by

the company for the most recent 12-month period.

The achieved rate

11

of return shall be calculated by applying appropriate adjustments

12

consistent with those which were used in the company's most recent

.13

rate case and annualizing any rate changes occuring during such

14

period.

15

2.

Required rate .of return shall be calculated as the

16

weighted average cost of capital for the most recent 12-month

17

period, using the company's last authorized return on equity, the

18

current embedded cost of fixed-rate capital, and the actual cost of

19

short term and and variable-cost debt and other sources of capital
)
which were used in the utility's last rate case, for the period.

20
21

3.

The term last authorized return on equity used in

22

subsection 2 shall mean the minimum of the range of the last

23

authorized rate of return in a proceeding for an interim increase,

24

and the maximum of the range of the last authorized rate of return

25

in a proceeding for an interim decrease.

26
27
28
29
30
31
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l:btc

A bill to be entitled

1.2

2

An act relating to telephone companies:

3

creating s. 364.027, Florida Statutes,

4

clarifying the Florida Public Service

1.3

5

Commission's access to telephone company

1.4

6

records; amending s. 364.055(1), (2) (a) and
{b), and (5), Florida Statutes, providing a

1.5

8

procedure for setting interim rates or setting

1.6

9

revenues subject to refund; creating s.
364.056, Florida Statutes, providing time

1.7

11

limits for reducing commission rate adjustment

1.8

12

orders to writing and for mailing such orders

13

to clerks of the circuit courts; amending s.

14

364.335(4), Florida Statutes, and creating s.

15

364.337, Florida Statutes, authorizing the

16

commission to grant certificates to certain

17

telephone companies which will be in

l.ll

18

competition with other telephone companies;

1.12

19

providing for review and repeal in accordance

20

with the Regulatory Sunset Act; providing an

21

effective date.

1.9
1.10

1.13

22
23

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

l:enc

24
25
26
27

Section 1.

Section 364.027, Florida Statutes, is

1.15

created to read:
364.027

1.14

Access to company records.--The commission

l:lus

28

shall continue to have complete and ready access to all

29

company records to assure proper allocation of costs between

30

competitive and noncompetitive services and between

1.17

31

jurisdictiona l and nonjurisdictional services.

1.18

The

1
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1.16

192-227A-2-2

2

commission's access to such records shall be subject to the

1.18

provisions of s. 350.121.

1.19

Section 2.

Subsections (1), paragraphs (a) and (b) of

1.19

4

subsection (2), and subsection (5) of section 364.055, Florida

1.20

5

Statutes, are amended to read:

1.21

6

Interim rates: procedure.--

364.055
(1)

The commission may, during any proceeding for a

1.22
1.23

8

change of rates, upon its own motion, upon petition from any

9

party, or by a tariff filing of a telephone company, authorize

1.24

10

the collection of interim rates until the effective date of

1.25

11

the final order.

Such interim rates may be based upon a test

1.26

12

period different from the test period used in the request for

1.27

13

permanent rate relief.

1.28

14

for interim relief, the commission, the petitioning party, or

15

the telephone company shall demonstrate that the telephone

16

company is earning outside the range of reasonableness on the

To establish a prima facie entitlement

1.29

1.30
1.31

19

calculated in accordance with �afa�fa�h-�ar-ef-�afa�fa�h-�et

W

a£ subsection (5).

21

(2) (a)

In a proceeding for an interim increase in

1.33
1.34

22

rates, the commission shall authorize, within 60 days of the

1.35

23

filing for such relief, the collection of rates sufficient to

1.36

24

earn a-faee-e£-eeettfH-ae the minimum of the range of ehe-lase

1.37

25

aliehef¼2ee rate of return calculated in accordance with

1.38

26

subsection (5).

The difference between the interim rates and

1. 39

27

the previously authorized rates shall be collected under bond

1.40

28

or corporate undertaking subject to refund with interest at a

29

rate ordered by the commission.

30
31

(b)

In a proceeding for an interim decrease in rates,

the commission shall authorize, within 60 days of the filing
2
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1.41
1.41
1.42

192-227A-2-2
for such relief, the continued collection of the previously

1.43

2

authorized rates; however, revenues collected under those

3

rates sufficient to reduce the achieved rate of return to the

1. 44

4

maximum of the ±ase-atteheE¼2ee rate of return calculated in

1.46

5

accordance with subsection (5) shall be placed under bond or

6

corporate undertaking subject to refund with interest at a

1.48

7

rate ordered by the commission.

1.49

8
9

(5)hl

The commission, in setting interim rates or

setting revenues subject to refund, shall determine the

1.50
1.54

10

deficiency or excess by calculating the difference between a

11

telephone company's achieved rate of return and its required

1.55

12

rate of return.app±yffl��

1.56

13

(b)

14

1.

For purposes of this subsection:
Achieved rate of return means the rate of return

1.57
l:lus

15

earned by the company for the most recent 12-month period.

1.58

16

The achieved rate of return shall be calculated by applying

1.59

17

appropriate adjustments consistent with those which were used

1. 60

18

in the company's most recent rate case and annualizing anv

19

rate changes occurring during such period.

20

2.

Required rate of return shall be calculated as the

1.61
1.62

21

weighted average cost of capital for the most recent 12-month

22

period, using the companv's last authorized return on equitv,

23

the current embedded cost of fixed-rate capital, and the

24

actual cost of short term and variable-cost debt, and other

1.64

25

sources of capital which were used in the utility's last rate

1.65

�

case, for the period.

1.66

27

3.

The term "last authorized return on equity" used in

1.63

1.67

28

subparagraph 2. means the minimum of the range of the last

29

authorized rate of return in a proceeding for an interim

30

increase, and the maximum of the range of the last authorized

1.69

31

rate of return in a proceeding for an interim decrease.

1.70

3
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2

tat--�he-raee-e£-reettrR-£er-ehe-eeiephefle-eempafly-£er
ehe-mese-reeefte-i�-mefleh-per±ee7-wh±eh-shaii-ee-eaiettiaeee-ey

3

appiy±flg-apprepr±aee-ae;ttsemeftes-eeftsiseefte-w±eh-ehese-wh±eh

5

a�flttal±�±flg-afly-raee-ehaflges-eeettrr±flg-ettr±ftg-stteh-per±ee-ette

6

1.71

aasee-ttpen-an-average-±Rvesemefle-raee-base�-er

1.72

1.74
1.75
1.76

10
11
12

Section 3.

Section 364.056, Florida Statutes, is

1.77

created to read:
364.056

1.78
Rate adjustment orders.--Any order issued by

l:lus

13

the commission, including any dissenting or concurring

14

opinions, adjusting aeneral increases or reductions of the

15

rates of a telephone company shall be reduced to writing

1.80

16

within 20 days of the official vote of the commission.

1.82

17

such 2O-day period, the commission shall also mail a copy of

18

the order to the clerk of the circuit court of each county in

19

which customers are served who are affected by the rate

20

adjustment, which copy shall be kept on file and made

1.84

21

available to the public.

2.1

22

parties of record in the proceeding of the date of such

23

mailing.

24

purposes of appeal, rehearing, or judicial review until the

2.3

25

date the copies are mailed as required by this section.

2.4

26

section shall not delay the effective date of the order.

27

an order shall be considered rendered on the date of the

28

official vote for the purpose of s. 364.05(4).

29

30
31

1.79

Within

The commission shall notify all

Such an order shall not be considered rendered for

Section 4.

This
Such

Subsection (4) of section 364.335, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
364.335

1.83

2.2

2.5
2.6
2.6
2.7

Application for certificate.-4
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The commission may grant a certificate, in whole

2.8

2

or in part or with modifications in the public interest, but

2.9

3

in no event granting authority greater than that requested in

4

the application or amendments thereto and noticed under

2.10

5

s�bsection (1); or it may deny a certificate.

2.11

(4)

6

The commission

shall not grant a certificate for a proposed telephone

7

company, or for the extension of an existing telephone

2.13

8

company, which will be in competition with, or which will

2.14

9

duplicate the local exchange services provided by, any other

2.15

10

telephone company, unless it first determines that the

2.17

11

existing facilities are inadequate to meet the reasonable

12

needs of the public and it first amends the certificate of

13

such other telephone company to remove the basis for

14

competition or duplication of services.

15
16

Section 5.

Section 364.337, Florida Statutes, is

l:lus

When the commission grants a certificate to a

l:lus

18

(1)

19

telephone company which is in competition with or which

20

duplicates the services provided by another telephone company,

21

the commission may:
(a)

Prescribe different requirements for such company

seeking a certificate than are otherwise prescribed for

24

telephone companies; and
(b)

2.23
2.24

23

U

2.20

Certificates; competing companies.--

364.337

25

2.19

created to read:

17

22

2.18

Exempt such telephone company in whole or in part

l:lus
2.25
2.27

from the requirements of this chapter,

27

28

if the commission finds that such different requirements or

2.29

29

exemption is consistent with the public interest.

2.30

30
31

5
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(2)

In determining whether such different requirements

l:lus

2

or exemption is consistent with the public interest, the

2.31

3

commission shall consider such factors as:

2.32

4

(a)

The number of firms providing the service.

l:lus

5

(b)

The geographic availability of the service from

2.34

6

other firms.
(c)

8

suppliers.

9

(d)

10
11

The quality of service available from alternative

2.36

The impact on telephone service rates charged to

l:lus

customers of other carriers.
Section 6.

2.37

Each section within chapter 364, Florida

2.37

12

Statutes, which is added or amended by this act, is repealed

2.38

13

on October 1, 1989, and shall be reviewed by the Legislature

2.39

14

pursuant to s. 11.61, Florida Statutes.

15

Section 7.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1982.

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
6
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*****************************************
2
3
4
5
6

8
9

l:hbs

HOUSE SUMMARY

l:hbs

Clarifies continued authority of the Florida Public
Service Commission to inspect telephone company records.
Provides a procedure under which the commission shall set
interim rates or revenues subject to refund by
calculating the difference between a telephone company's
·achieved rate of return and its required rate of return.
Requires the commission to reduce orders adjusting rates
to writing wi�hin a specified period and to give certain
notice thereof. Authorizes the commission to grant
certain certificates of authority to telephone companies
which will be in competition with other telephone
companies.

2.42
2.43
2.44
2.45

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

7
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COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS
BILL# HB 1076 (CS/SB 868 ENACTED)
SPONSOR

Governmental Operations

RELATING TO

Telephone Companies

OTHER COMMITTEE REFERENCE
SIMILAR/COMPANION BILLS
SB 868

April 26, 1982
I.

SUMMARY
A.

Present Situation -- Telephone companies in Florida
are regulated by the Public Service Commission (PSC)
pursuant to Chapter 364, Florida Statutes. This
chapter authorizes the PSC to regulate the rates and
quality of service of telephone companies in the state.
Phone companies have been expanding into non-regulated
activities which do not fall under the jurisdiction of
the PSC. The PSC has been provided access to company
records of both regulated and non-regulated affiliates.
The commission takes the position that the audit function
must allow an auditor to trace all transactions to their
source, and thereby allowing an auditor to analyze cost
allocations between regulated and non-regulated
affiliates.
The commission currently utilizes a formula based on
the rate of return for the telephone company in determining
interim rates or refunds. The commission feels the pro
cedures need to be clarified.
Current law provides that the PSC cannot grant certificates
for new or extended telephone service if it will be in
competition with or duplicate existing service. No
consideration is given to areas of service in which
competition is feasible.
The commission currently does not have the option of
prescribing different requirements for different type
telephone companies.

B.

Effect of Proposed Changes -- The proposed change will
make clear the commission's authority to review all
records of telephone companies, including the activities
of unregulated segments of the business. The commission
reviews such records to insure that no segment of the
business is illegally cross-subsidizing other segments.
The bill provides that such records are subject to
s. 350,121 relating to confidentiality of business
material.
The proposal clarifies the procedures used in determining
interim rates or refunds. The changes would allow con
sideration of current embedded cost of fixed rate capital
and the actual cost of short term debt, variable cost debt,
and other sources of capital such as accumulated tax
deferrals.
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The commission could grant certificates for new or
extended services in competition with existing service,
except local exchange, under this bill. The commission
could also prescribe varying degrees of regulation
depending on the type of service provided by the
company.
Sectional Analysis:
Section l. Creates a new s. 364.027 relating to access
to company records.
Section 2. Amends s. 364.055 relating to interim rate
procedures.
Section 3. Amends s.
certificates.

364.355 relating

to the aranting of

Section 4. Creates a new s. 364.377 relating to procedures
for granting a certificate.
Section s. Repeals these sections pursuant to s. 11.61,
Florida Statutes.
Section 6.
II.

III.

Provides for an effective date.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE
A.

Public -- Increased competition in certain aspects of
the telephone business could lead to cost savings to
consumers of these services.

B.

Government -- None.

COMMENTS
Recently, companies in Florida have attempted to enter the
intrastate communications business in direct competition
with existing phone companies. The PSC has received appli
cations for certificates to provide certain kinds of telephone
service within the state, but pursuant to current law, the PSC
cannot grant these applications even if the service would
benefit Floridians.

IV.
V.
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Sectional l\nalysis:

SUMMI\HY

I\.

Section l. Creates a new s. 364.027 relnting to nccess
to compnny records.

Present Situation -- Telephone companies in Florida
areregulatcd �the Puhl ic Service Comminsion (PSC)
pursu.1111· to Chapter 31i4, Florida Slalutc!':. Th \s
chapter authorizes the PSC to regul,,tP lhe rntcs a n d
qu.1lity of. service or telephone companies in the state.

Section 3. Creates a nrw �
;idjustment ,

Phone companies have been expnnding into non-regulated
nctivities which do not fall under the jurindictio n o[
th<' rr.c. 'l'he PSC has bc-c n provided nccrss to company
records of both regulated and non-rc-9ulated a[(i] iales.
'l'hc commission takes lhe position that the audit function
must allow an audito,· to tr:1ce All transactions t.o thc-ir
source, and thereby allowing an auditor to analyze cost
nllocations between regulated and non-requlntcd
n(filiates.

'l'he commission currentJ y uti 1 i zes .-, formuln based 0n
the rate of return for the telephone comp,,ny in uctP.rminlng
interim rat<>n or refunds. 'l'he commission (eels I.hf? pro
cedurr.s need lo be clarifieu.

The chapter relating to Electric and Gns Utilities (366)
contains procedures [or rate adjustment orders. During
thr. sunset review of 1900, thcs<> procc•dur.e.s were in
advcrtantly omitted from the lelcphonc- chnpter (J64).

Currcnl law provldes that I he J'SC cnnnot grnnt cc-rt lr ic.1les
for new or r.xtendcd telephone servicr if il will be> in
competition with or duplicate existing service. No
consideration is given lo areas of r:ervi. ce in which
competition is feasible.
1'he commission currently docs not have I.he optio n or
prescrihing diffr.rent re.,uiremcnts [01· rlifrcr.ent type
telephone companies.

o.

Effect of rroposed Cha��� -- 'l'he proposr.cl ch,,n'J" wilJ
m,,ke cleat: the com111iS!llon's authorily to r.ev .iew nil
records of telephon<' companies, incluclinq the activities
of unrogulatcd St'.'qments <)f the business. 'l'he commission
r.eviews such records to insure thnt no scgmc-nt of the
business is illegally cross-subsidl1.inq ol:her se<1n1cnts.
The- bill provides lhat such rnconh; nr.e sub·jcct l.o
s. 350.121 relating Lo confidentinlity or h�siness
1nnterial.

1'he proposal clarifi<'s th<' proc<'clures used in determining
intc-rim rates or r.efuncl:,. The changes would nl 1')1� con
sideration of current cmh<'cldcd cost or fixecl riltc capital
nnd the actual cost of short term debt, variDhlc cost debt,
and other sources of capital such as nceumulate<I tax
ueferrals.
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l'CU 110-Telephdne Co.
ORI\FT - 1/25/82
A bill to be entitlPd

1

1

(5)
�

The Commission, in setting interim rates or setting

2

l\n act relating to telephone companies; creating

2

3

s. 364.027, F.S., clarifying the commission's

J

4

access to company records; amending s. 364.055 (5),

5

F.S., further specifying the method of setting

5 company's achieved rate of return and its required rate of

6

interim rates or revenues subject to refund;

6

7

creating s. 364.056, F.S., providing time limits

7

(bl

8

for reducing commission orders to writing and

8

1.

9

for mailing orders to clerks of the circuit

9

10

courts; amending s. 364.335(4), and creating

11

s. 364. 337, F .S. authorizing the commission

12

to grant certificates to telephone companies

13

which will be in competition with other

14

telephone companies; providing an effective date.

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

23
24

25
26
27

Be It Enacted Dy The Legislature Of The State Of Florida:
Section l.

Section 364.027, Florida Statutes, is created

to read:
Access to Company Records.--

The Commission

shall continue to have complete and ready access to all
company records to assure proper allocation of costs between

29
31

return. opr,:lyi:ng-.
For purposes of this subsection:
l\chieved rate of return means the rate of return

earned by the company for the n1ost recent 12-month period.

11 appropi:iate adjustments consistent with those which were used
12 _in the company's most recent rate case and annualizing any
13

14

_i:ate changes occuring during such period.
2.

Required rate of return shall be calculated as the

15 _welghted average cost of capital [or the most recent 12-month
16 ,Period, using the company's last authorized return on equity,
17 _the current embedded co!;t of fixed-rat,, capiU,l, and the actu;:il
18 cost of short tci:m vai:iable cost debt and other sources of
l? capital. m1ch as accumulated tax defei:rals for the p<?riod.
21

subsection 2 shall mean the minimum of the range of the last

11 authorized rate of return in a.proceeding Cot: an interim in-

23 crease, and the maximum of the range of the last authoriz<?d
2� rate of return in a pi:ocec':1i__n..9 for an interim decrease.

jurisdictional and nonjurisdictional services.

15

The

Commission's access to such records shall be subject to the

16

provisions of s. 350.121.

11

Rcction 2.

Subsection (5) of Section 364.055, Florida

Stnf-l1tes, ls amended to read:
364.055

Interim rates; procedure.--

CODIHC: Words in •hvcl.. tluo.-9h l)'Pt! ar• deletion'I from •Misting low; word, und l!_rfu_�a,e additions.

The

10 achieved rate of return shall be calculated by apelyi3

competitive and noncompetitive services and between

28
30

4 excess by calculating the difference between a telephone

20
364.027

revenues subject to refund, shall detei:mine the deficiency or

28
'l'I
JO
ll

2

l

l

2 mo�t-reeent-li-month-period,-whieh-�hBll-he-en}eulnted-hy

2

Section 4.

SubsPction (4) of Section 361\.355, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:

3 applying-npproprinte-ad;u,.tment"-eon�i,.tent-with-tho,.e-whieh

3

364.335

4 were-u,.ed-in-the-te}ephone-eompany i "-mo,.t-reeent-rnte-en"e

4

(4)

Application for Certificate.--

The Commission may grant a certificate, in whole or

5 and-nnnunl i" in.,-a ny-r11te-eh t1n., '"" -fte,�11 ,.,.;. n')'-dtt,. intf-,.tteh-perind

5

in part, or with modifications in the public interest, but in

httt-hn,.Pd-ttp"n-an-nvPrage-inve,.tment-rnte-hn�Pr-er
�ht--�he-rnte-ef-return-en}ettlnted-in-aeeo�danee-with

6

no event granting authority 9rcate,:- than lhat requcslcd in th,-,

7

application or .,mcndmcnts lhcrcto an<l notice und,..r suhsect ion

8

(l); or it may d,-.ny a certificate-.

6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Section 3_

Section 364.056, Florida Statutes, is created

to read:
364.056

Rate adjustment orders.--

Tiny order issued by

the commission adjusting general increases or reductions of
the rates of a telephone company shall he reduced to writing
including any dissenting or concurring opinio11s within 20-days
of the official vote of the Commission.

Within said 20-days,

17

the Commission shal 1 also mail a copy of the order to the clerk

18

of the curcuit court of each county in which customers are

19

serviced who are affected by the rate adjustment, whi.ch copy

20 shall be kept on file and made available to the public.

The

21 commission shall notify all parties o[ record in the proceeding
Such an order. shall not be

22

of the date of such mailing.

23

considered rendered for purposes of appeal, rehearing, or

24

judicial review until the date the copies ar.e mailed as

25

r<'quired hy this section.

26
27
28

'!'his provision shall not delay the

effective date of the order.

such an orrler shall be considered

re11dc-rcd on t.hP dale of the official votP. for the purpose of

s. 361\.05 (I\).

9 grant

certificate (or a proposr,d telephone compnny, or (or

10 the extension of an existing tclephon<" company, which will be
11 in competition with, or duplicate the local exchange service
12 provided by any other telephone company, unless it first
13 detei:-minc-s that the existing radcilities arP in.idequate to me0t
14 the reasonable needs of the public and it first amends the
15 certificate of such ot.her telephone company to remove thc
16 basis for competition or duplication of services.
17

Section 5.

Section 364.337, Florida Statutes, is created

18 to read:
19
20

364.377.-(l)

When the Commission grants a certificate to a

21 teleehone comeany for any tyee of ser.vice which is in comeeti22 tion with or which cluelicates the services erovided by another

23 telephone compilnl,
24

25
26
27
28

29

29

JO

JO

:n

31

3

a

1'he Commission shall not

Lhe

Conunission ma.1'.1_

Jal___ �r_E_s�t:P>c__ di fferc-nt. re,1td rC"rnPnts for _ such _ company

_seq�l.!!9 a certi [icate than i�--��he'c._�isc prescrihc-d for
telcphone companies; and
_jJ>)

Exempt such telcphonc compllnies in whole or in part

from the requircments of this cha1;1�
if the Com111ission finds that_ such di ff11rcnt requirC"ments or
exemption is consistpnt with the _public interest.
4

l
2

3
4

5

6
7
8
9

(21

In determining whethC'r such different requirements

or exemption is consistent with Lhe public interest, the
Commission shall consider such factors as:
(a)

lb)

The number of firms providing the service;
Gcoqraphic

availability of the service from other

firms;
le)

'l'hr quality of servlcc- nv<1ilable from alternative

suppl icrs;

'l'he impact on telcphon�. survice rates chnrged to
10 customers of-other carriers.
(d)

11

12

Section 6.

This act shall take cffc-ct July 1, 1982 .

13

14
15
16
17
18

19
7.0

21
22
23
24

25
26
27
28

29
30
31

s

